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EVALUATION OF SELF-SEALING STRUCTURES 
FOR SPACE VEHICLE APPLICATION 
By Philip J. D'Anna and Roger M. Heitz 
Northrop Space Laboratories 
SUMMARY 
The concept of a self-sealing wall is investigated as a technique for ensuring the sealed 
integrity of pressurized space vehicle compartments in a micrometeorite environment. Exper- 
imental verification of the feasibility of this concept has been achieved with simulated space 
vehicle multi-sheet wall structures incorporating either mechanical, chemical or combined 
mechanical-chemical self-sealing techniques which were developed during the course of this 
investigation. Self- sealing capability of the candidate wall configurations has been established 
for a pressure differe2tial of one atmosphere and three temperature conditions of the impact 
face sheet (R.T., -85 F and +300"F), by puncturing wall specimens with a 1/8-inch diameter 
steel sphere at impact velocities of 20,000 fps and above. However before effective self- 
sealing could be consistently achieved, at these higher impact velocities, it was necessary to 
develop impact damage control techniques for minimizing damage to the wall face sheets where 
sealing was to be effected. 
Two basic self-sealing wall configurations evolved from this investigation. One config- 
uration, the "Integral System Concept," incorporates the self- sealing feature into the space 
' 
between the inner and outer shell of an aluminum structural wall. In this  concept, the sealing 
action is achieved at the outer shell where impact damage is minimal and sealing more easily 
effected. The other self-sealing wall configuration utilizes a "Tile Concept" in  which the self- 
sealing feature is incorporated into a nonmetallic open face tile which is then bonded to the 
inner shell of a double face sheet wall structure. In this concept, the sealing action is accom- 
plished a t  the inner shell of the basic wall structure. The weight that had to be added to  a 
basic multi-sheet wall geometry in order to give it self-sealing capability varied from 0.40 
lbs/ft2 for the mechanical concept to 1.04 lbs/ft2 for the combined mechanical-chemical sealing 
system when applied to the integral wall concept. When the tile concept was used, a weight 
addition of 1.45 lbs/ft2 was  required. The final weight of the wall structure will, of course, 
depend on the specific structural  and thermal requirements of the space vehicle. No attempt 
was  made during the program to optimize the self-sealing techniques for minimum weight. 
' 
Ballistic test results confirm the fact that a multi-sheet wall structure possesses im- 
proved penetration resistance over that of a single sheet configuration of equivalent weight. 
However, it was  observed that upon perforating a multi-sheet aluminum wall  configuration at 
velocities of 20,000 fps or higher, blowout or  petalling of the r ea r  shell could be expected. 
Replacing the aluminum rear shell with a fiberglas-epoxy laminate, which is not susceptible to 
petalling, minimized the impact damage and permitted successful sealing at that face with the 
self-sealing tile concept. It was also determined that the front face aluminum sheet of a multi- 
sheet wall, when isolated from nearly incompressible materials, sustains a simple hole. 
Therefore, it is concluded that, for  wall structures having metallic face sheets, self- sealing 
can best be accomplished at the outer shell where impact damage is minimal. However, while 
in conventional multi- sheet wall construction the inner shell is made airtight, the "integral" 
self-sealing wal l  requires  that the outer shell be airtight. For the conventional type of wall  
construction, sealing must be achieved at the inner shell, therefore requiring that the self- 
sealing tile concept be used. This also requires that the inner pressure shell be fabricated 
with either a nonmetallic laminate or a bonded composite of nonmetallic laminate and metallic 
€ace sheet. 
Based on current knowledge of the meteoroid environment and an estimated penetration L 
flux, a preliminary comparative analysis, between non- self-sealing and self- sealing wall con- 
figurations, indicates that for a probability of zero penetration equal to 0.990, the weight 
tradeoff point will occur at a mission parameter AT* equal to  8.2 x 106 ft2-days. If reliability 
considerations require a probability of zero penetration equal to  0.999, then the weight tradeoff 
point wil l  occur at a value of AT equal t o  8.2 x lo5  ft2-days. For values of AT larger than 
those indicated, both wall configurations can be expected to  be pl!nctnrrd. However, while 
puncturing of the non-self-sealing via!! %ill resuit in air leakage from a pressurized compart- 
ment, thc seli-sealing wall would seal the puncture and maintain the sealed integrity of the 
compartment beyond the mission parameters indicated. Even for  one of the self-sealing wall 
configurations tested in which on1 partial sealing was achieved, it is shown that the time re- 
days, for the unsealed punctured wall, to  580 days for the partially sealed wall. Therefore, 
while the possibility of an  incomplete seal is recognized, the time gained by even a partial seal 
may mean the difference between a successful mission and a catastrophic failure. 
quired to decompress a 10,000 f t  3 space station from 14.7 psi to  5.0 psi  is increased from 1.3 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent limited findings from satellite experiments, although confirming the existence of 
a "micrometeoroid environment" have not as yet resolved the various conflicting opinions con- 
cerning the exact nature of the environment or the magnitude of its hazard to space vehicles. 
However, it is generally agreed upon by most investigators that, due to  their extremely high 
velocities (36,080 to 236,160 fps or 11 t o  72 Km/sec), micrometeoroids do present a real hazard 
t o  manned space vehicles, particularly those destined for long duration missions. 
The potentially hazardous effects of micrometeoroid impacts, other than punctures fol- 
lowed by irreplaceable fluid losses, include physical injury to vehicle occupants and damage to  
critical components o r  subsystems by the resulting spray of impact-induced particles. For 
limited space missions in the near vicinity of the Earth, a number of punctures of the crew 
compartment with subsequent loss of atmosphere may be tolerated since the vehicle's proximity 
t o  the Earth makes it possible to  abort the mission and return before the air supply is depleted. 
As space mission t imes and ranges from Earth are increased, the air leakage rates due to  
meteoroid induced damage or punctures may also be expected t o  increase. Though it is con- 
ceivable that some of these leaks may be located and sealed by the crew, a number of unde- 
tectable or inaccessible punctures would probably remain. This would ultimately result in a 
critical leakage rate and catastrophic failure of the mission, since all life supporting atmos- 
phere would probably be lost o r  expended before the crew could return to Earth. 
A representative technique for  minimizing this  hazard is the Whipple meteoroid bumper, 
or spaced sheet structure concept. At present, this concept is the one most frequently proposed 
by space vehicle designers. In this technique, the bumper vaporizes the meteoroid with the 
resulting spray of particles hopefully being stopped by the inner shell. It has been shown by 
numerous investigators that this configuration has greater penetration resistance than an equiva- 
lent weight single wall structure and is also highly effective in preventing the spray of impact- 
induced particles into the interior of a space vehicle compartment. However, damage to the 
inner shell by the spray of impact-induced particles may be severe enough to  cause fluid leakage 
from pressurized compartments. Therefore, although the bumper shield concept may provide 
adequate protection for limited short duration missions it does not provide the "fail-safe" capa- 
bility required for extended orbital, lunar, or interplanetary flights. 
~~ 
2 * A = Vulnerable area of space vehicle (ft ) 
T = Exposure time in meteoroid environment (days) 
2 
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Systems consisting of automatic leak detection, location, and manual repair  have also 
Men Considered. However, the complexity of these systems plus the fact that the burden of 
sealing the puncture is placed on the astronauts, are considered to  be serious drawbacks. In 
view of the above, it is appropriate that new concepts and techniques be developed and investi- 
gated t o  efficiently satisfy the "leak proof" pressurized wall  requirements for future manned 
long-duration space missions. 
With this objective in mind, the concept of a self-sealing structure wall has been proposed 
and its feasibility for  enhancing the sealed integrity of a space vehicle investigated. In pursu- 
ing this goal various self- sealing techniques and self-sealing wall configurations were developed 
and their feasibility investigated. Initial wall concepts, while sealing effectively when punc- 
tured with 1/8-inch diameter steel spheres at impact velocities below 10,000 fps, proved inef- 
fective when tested at higher impact velocities. I n  view of these initial results, modifications 
suggested by shock wave theory were incorporated into subsequent wall configurations (Refer- 
ence 1) in order to  minimize shock wave damage to the panel face sheets and increase their 
potential for successful sealing at higher impact velocities. These revised wall configurations 
have provided effective sealing at impact velocities above 20,000 fps with 1/8-inch diameter 
steel spheres. 
As an additional task during this program, some exploratory experiments were conducted 
in which water-filled tanks were penetrated by high velocity particles. The purpose of this  
investigation was to  develop and evaluate techniques for preventing explosive rupturing of thin 
shell pressurized tank walls under the ballistic conditions which normally create such failures. 
Details of these techniques and a summary of test results may he found in Reference 2 (classi- 
fied Confidential). 
The principles and concepts of the self- sealing wall structures investigated during the 
course of this investigation are summarized in the immediately following section. Succeeding 
sections contain discussions of: pertinent material and fabrication considerations related to 
the incorporation of self-sealing capability in a wal l  structure; summarization of the experi- 
mental program and evaluation of ballistic test results; analysis and comparative evaluation 
between self-sealing and non- self-sealing wall structures; conclusions and recommendations 
for future study. 
PRINCIPLES AND CONCEPTS OF SELF-SEALING 
WALL STRUCTURES 
The philosophy of self-sealing structures for  space vehicles is based on the principle that 
air leakage control for meteoroid induced punctures may be achieved without resorting to an 
"absolute" puncture proof structure. The basic structural approach in this concept, though not 
primarily directed t o  the prevention of punctures, is oriented towards the development of struc- 
tural  wall configurations that will moderate penetration and shock induced damage to  a pressur- 
ized compartment wall so that any resulting punctures may be effectively sealed by a "self- 
repair" system. In such a system, the self-repair mechanism is either attached to, o r  forms 
an  integral part  of the structural  wall of the pressurized compartment to  be protected. When 
leak provoking damage t o  a pressurized compartment occurs, a self- sealing action is. initiated 
either mechanically by the local dynamic imbalance generated by the escaping fluid, or by the 
dynamic action of the penetrating particle causing an interaction between two chemical compo- 
nents that will expand in certain cases and then cure to form a solid polymeric mass. 
During the course of this investigation, various self- sealing concepts and techniques 
were evaluated. A review and brief description of these basic concepts is given in the follow- 




Mechanical System Self-sealing Concepts 
Systems activated by the mechanical response of elastomeric materials. - One of the 
earliest concepts investigated during this program depends on the machanical response of cured 
elastomeric materials, following puncturing, t o  effect the sealing action. Figure- 1 A  illustrates 
the basic components of this concept. The core cells of a double wall plastic honeycomb core 
sandwich a re  filled with an elastomeric sealant material (cured in place). The sealant is CCR- 
fined between the inside of the presstirized si~eii or^  a vehicle and a backup sheet of nonmetallic 
material. Upon perforation by a particle, the local dynamic imbalance causes the confined 
sealant to rebound or collapse into the hole and seal the puncture. In a modified version of this 
concept, a precompressed elastomeric core is inserted in the void between the face sheets of 
the wall structure. Precompression was  achieved by using an elastomeric material that ex- 
pands upon curing, and allowing it to expand and cure in the confined space of an assembled 
sandwich wall structure. Upon puncturing, the core would respond t o  the compression pre- 
load and close the hole. Both of these concepts sealed effectively when punctured with 1/8-inch 
diameter steel and glass spheres at impact velocities to 7000 fps. However, at higher impact 
velocities, shock wave induced damage to the face sheets and excessive sealant material re-  
moval along the pellet entry path reduced the self-sealing effectiveness of these two concepts. 
Further details on these two configurations may be found in Reference 3. 
Systems activated by the escaping fluid. - The forces generated by the pressure differ- 
ential across a puncture in a pressurized compartment may be used to  move a sealing element 
into the hole to effect a seal. Three wall configurations using this principle of operation were 
evaluated. 
The fiber mat concept: In the configuration depicted in Figure lB, a mass of low density 
asbestos fibers is used as the sealing element. Following perforation of a pressurized com- 
partment the fibers a r e  drawn into the puncture and thereby restrict the flow of air through the 
hole. Testing of this configuration with 1/8-inch diameter steel spheres at impact velocities to 
7000 fps  yielded air leakage rates  of approximately 5 lbs/day (against a pressure differential of 
1 atmosphere) compared to  260 lbs/day for an unsealed 1/8-inch diameter hole. In an interest- 
ing modification of this concept, a mixture of asbestos fibers (6% by weight) and water was 
placed into the cavity of the panel similar to Figure 2 . Upon puncture by a 1/8-inch steel 
sphere at 7000 fps, complete sealing (zero leakage) was  initially observed. After this initial 
sealing, the air leakage rate  slowly increased until, at the end of three hours, it stabilized at 
a rate of 4 lbs/day. This can be explained as follows. At puncture, the fiber-water mixture 
formed a solid impermeable mass which was forced into the hole by the pressure differential. 
The water in the asbestos-water mixture freezes immediately upon exposure to a low pressure,  
creating a temporary complete seal. In a few hours the ice sublimes, thus yielding a partially 
sealed puncture. 
Testing of the above twa configurations at impact velocities above 10,000 fps resulted in a 
reduction in sealing capability. This is attributed to  the fact that the greater intensity shock 
wave, although attenuated by the fibers, disperses them sufficiently from the pellet entry path 
to prevent their being drawn back to the hole and effecting a complete seal. Additional details 
on these configurations and further discussion of tes t  results may be found in Reference 4. 
The elastomer sphere concept: One of the simplest and minimum weight concepts which 
can be incorporated easily into a double wall structure is that shown in Figure 1C. Here the 
sealing elements are flexible impkrmeable rubber spheres. The sealing capability of this con- 
cept has been experimentally demonstrated by puncturing with a 1/8-inch diameter steel sphere 
at impact velocities to 20,000 fps and above. Effective sealing action results with residual air 
leakage rates (across one atmosphere pressure differential) varying from zero leakage to less  
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The membrane flap concept: The basic configuration of this concept consists of a moldetl 
elastomeric material sheet with staggered rows of thin membrane flap segments protruding 
from one surface. The other surface is then bonded to  the inside face of the pressure shell. 
The theory of operation was  based on the pressure differential across  a puncture activating the 
flaps and forcing them across  the hole t o  effect a seal. Three panel configurations were fabri- 
cated and tested with 1/8-inch diameter steel spheres at 7000 fps. None of the configurations 
tested sealed, due either t o  damage t o  the flaps local t o  the pellet entry path o r  insufficient 
flexibility of the membrane flaps thus preventing their  activztisn by the pressure differential 
arrnss the hsk. Furrier details of this concept may be found in Reference 5. 
Chemical System Self-sealing Concepts 
The dynamic action of a penetrating particle may be used to  initiate a reaction between 
two initially separated chemicals such that a solid mass  will be formed along the pellet entry 
path to effect a seal. Successful sealing was obtained with the following two basic chemical 
systems. 
Uncured elastomer - catalyst system. - In this system, an easy flowing uncured silicone 
elastomer is initially separated from its curing catalyst either by a thin impermeable mylar 
membrane o r  by encapsulating the curing catalyst in mylar bags, as is illustrated in Figure 2. 
Following puncture, release of the catalyst local to  the pellet entry path forms a solid cured 
plug of elastomeric material  which effects a seal. 
Rigid foam resin - catalyst system. - In this system the uncured elastomer is replaced 
by a rigid silicone foam resin (as indicated in Figure 2), which upon interacting with the catalyst 
expands and then cures  to  form a solid sealing plug. This system is preferred over the pre- 
vious one because of its volume generating (foaming) capability which permits the replacing of 
removed material along the pellet entry path, thereby facilitating a complete seal of the hole. 
Both of the above described chemical systems, when incorporated in wall configurations 
s imilar  to that illustrated in Figure 2, provided complete sealing when punctured with 1/8-inch 
diameter steel spheres at velocities below 10,000 fps. At higher impact velocities, damage to 
the face sheets, particularly if they were metallic, became excessive due to  the increased shock 
induced interfacial pressures.  These pressures  resulted in excessive loss of the chemical 
constituents and a reduction in sealing capability. Modifications of the wall configuration (dis- 
cussed later - see pages 8 and 19 ) have alleviated this problem and give complete sealing at 
impact velocities t o  20,000 fps and above. 
Combined Mechanical- C he mica1 Sealing Concepts 
It was found that a combination of both mechanical and chemical systems in a self-sealing 
wall structure exhibited considerable improvement over the individually applied concepts. In 
the separate concept configurations, either one of the sealing systems could effect a seal with a 
fair degree of reliability. However, by combining the two the mechanical sealing element acted 
t o  reduce the efflux of chemicals through the puncture thereby enhancing the chemical sealing 
action. Even if the mechanical system was only partially successful, the chemical system would 
complete the seal. 
Combined fibers - chemical system. - The basic components of this concept are illus- 
t ra ted in Figure 3a. Upon impact, the incident shock wave is partially attenuated by the loosely 
packed asbestos fibers. Following puncture of the wall configuration some of the f ibers  a r e  
drawn towards the hole on the pellet entry face, while others intermix with the reacting chemi- 
cal constituents. This tends to reduce the chemical efflux through the puncture until the sealing 
process is completed by the chemical system. 
6 
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Combined spheres - chemical system. - In this concept, illustrated in Figure 3b, rubber' 
spheres replace the asbestos fibers as the mechanical sealing element. The rubber spheres 
attenuate the shock wave and perform a partial or  complete seal. If a partial seal occurs, the 
chemical reaction following puncture will  form a solid mass  which completes the sealing action 
and permanently sets the sphere in the punctured hole. 
Both the fiber- and rubber sphere-chemical systems have provided cuceessfui seaiing at 
impact velocities to  20.000 fps ax! above. 
MATERIAL AND FABRICATION CONSIDERATIONS 
Material Selection and Evaluation 
The effectiveness of a self-sealing structure in space vehicles meteoroid hazard control 
depends largely upon the selection and use of suitable materials. It is realized that to  realis-  
tically establish feasibility and space vehicle a rea  applicability, the selection and evaluation of 
materials should be performed under simulated space environments such as combined tempera- 
ture extremes, vacuuni and radiations. The main objective of this research program was  to 
investigate self-sealing concepts which provide effective sealing. Therefore, i n  the interest of 
simplification and efficiency, a major effort was devoted to the selection and evaluation of mate- 
rials for minimizing detrimental high velocity shock wave effects. Thus, most of the tests per- 
formed consisted of impacting self-sealing structures with 1/8-inch diameter projectiles at  ve- 
locities from 7000 fps to 24,000 fps a t  room temperature and with a pressure differential of one 
atmosphere across  the self-sealing structure faces at  the time of impact. 
Since it is apparent, however, that certain space environmental conditions, particularly 
combined temperature extremes and vacuum, might be deciding factors in success of the self- 
sealing structures under investigation, a study program w a s  established in which the tempera- 
ture dependence of self-sealing capability was  evaluated. It is known that in the course of lunar 
or  interplanetary missions, spacecraft surface temperatures may fluctuate between +200 " F  and 
-2'70°F. These temperature extremes will have a direct effect on the self-sealing structure 
functional capability depending upon where the self-sealing elenients are located with respect to  
the wal l  configuration outer shell, and the degree of thermal insulation. In addition, after im- 
pact, some sealing materials will be exposed to vacuum (10-14 mm Hg.). This factor may 
further degrade self-sealing reliability. 
Another important environmental condition which should be considered is outer space 
radiation. Although a detailed discussion on this subject is beyond the scope of this report, it 
should be mentioned that polymeric materials would undergo varying amounts of changes either 
by cross-linking or scission processes,  or  by molecular rearrangements after prolonged ex- 
posure to  such radiation. The degree of change will depend upon the type of polymeric material 
used, the shielding of the material against radiation, and the radiation exposure. 
In the evaluation of the numerous self-sealing concepts various materials were investigated 
using projectile velocities up to 24,000 fps under room, elevated, and reduced temperature con- 
ditions. The variety of materials used in the fabrication of self-sealing panel structures per- 
formed one or. both of the following: minimized the impact structural  damage 'sustained by the 
panel face sheets, particularly the rear face sheets; and achieved a fast and effective seal.  The 
most satisfactory materials for  minimizing impact structural  damage to the self-sealing Con- 
figuration face sheets were found to be: wall composites of fiberglas-epoxy laminate bonded to a 
thin sheet of nitrile rubber, so as t o  inhibit delamination of the laminate; and highly compres- 
sible materials interposed between the face sheets and the more incompressible components. 
The epoxy laminate consisted of a multi-ply of fiberglas-cloth impregnated with versamide 
8 
a. 
catalyst and epoxy resin. Upon cure,  this laminate was strong enough to reduce impact damage 
at the higher projectile velocities. 
The most successful compressible materials for attenuating shock wave effects in the self- 
sealing wall configurations were found to be: low density asbestos fibers;  elastomeric spheres 
made of various types of elastomeric materials; and flexible polyurethane foams ( P  = 1.5 lbs/ft3). 
These materials, when interposed between the entry face sheet and the nearly incompressible 
materials, encourage expansion of the shock wave in the compressible material  and permit some 
lateral  dispersion of the incident energy. It is conceivable that sufficient energy is dissipated in 
this manner so that any puncturing of the sealing constituents will be accomplished at a lower 
residual velocity thereby resulting in minimum material removal and successful sealing. 
From the three Compressible materials tested, the elastomeric balls produced the best 
results.  During fabrication of the spheres, different materials were evaluated such as a variety 
of RTV silicones and an expanded natural rubber foam. The latter material  was found to be the 
best material  in achieving successful mechanical seals. Spheres made with this material proved 
to be soft enough t o  conform to  irregularit ies in the puncture, and yet strong enough to  effect a 
seal.  The elastomeric spheres (3/8-inch diameter) were selected so as t o  be larger  than the 
largest anticipated puncture. The amount of oversize depends on the peripheral damage antici- 
pated around the puncture. The spheres which sealed satisfactorily against damage when the 
pressure differential was 14.7 psi continued to seal against pressure differentials of less than 
5 psi. 
To perform a fast  and effective chemical seal  once a self-sealing wall configuration is 
punctured,. selective chemical constituents meeting certain specific properties had to be em- 
ployed. Briefly, the principle of chemical self-sealing is based upon the dynamic action of a 
penetrating projectile initiating chemical reactions which result in a fast chemical seal .  The 
rate  of the chemical reactions is increased appreciably by the existing pressure differential of 
approximately one atmosphere across  the panel faces at the time of puncture. The principal con- 
siderations in selection of the chemical constituents were as follows. 
(1) Upon mixing, curing and/or foaming should be fast in order to  avoid heavy extrusion 
of the chemical constituents through the puncture. 
(2) The mixing ratio of the chemical compounds involved in the self-sealing system should 
not be critical. 
(3) The chemicals should have a viscosity compatible with proper flow and mixing inside 
the self-sealing panel configuration. 
(4) The Chemicals should fo rm an elastomeric or  foam material  of sufficient strength and 
adhesion properties to withstand the pressure differential of 15 psi across  the panel faces. 
(5)  The reactive components should have a low o r  nonexistent toxicity and should not under- 
go explosive reactions or highly exothermic reactions with the formation of highly volatile and 
toxic materials.  
(6) The type of self-sealing panel configuration used should be considered in the selection 
of the chemical constituents. 
During the course of this program the panel configurations evaluated changed from the 
single concepts (chemical or mechanical) to the combined concepts (mechanical-chemical). In 
the individual chemical concepts, the degree and rate of mixing, the viscosity of the reactive 
fluids, and the rate of reactions of the mixed reactive fluids, were of importance. These parani- 
e t e r s  dictated the amount of material being extruded from the punctured hole before curing and 
sealing took place. The rate of chemical reactions depended upon the degree and rate  of mixing 
9 
+ which, in turn, was directly dependent upon the viscosity range and the temperature of the reac- 
tive constituents and the pressure differential existing across  the structure face sheets. 
In the case of the more successful combined concepts, the above parameters were st i l l  of 
importance but to  a lesser  extent due to the compressible materials, such as the elastomeric 
balls, partially or completely sealing the puncture and thus reducing the efflux of the chemical 
constituents. This afforded slightly more flexibility in the search for si~itrh!e rcactive I'iuids. 
Among the materials evahiated, :: rigid siiicone ioani was retained which gave the best results 
wnen ballistically tested at room, elevated, and reduced temperatures. For more details on the 
selection of the chemical constituents see Appendix C. When incorporated in self-sealing panel 
configurations, the rigid silicone foam resin, combined with a stannous type catalyst (T-9). gave 
excellent results. A very good chemical response w a s  attained with fast formation of a n  imper- 
meable mass which effectively sealed the pellet entry path. In these tests,  excellent sealing 
assistance w a s  provided by the elastomeric balls in addition to their serving as a very good 
shock wave attenuator. These results are fully illustrated and discussed later under "Experi- 
mental Test Results" (page 19). 
To  prevent the chemical components from reacting with each other before puncture a 
reliable m?ans of pre-impact isolation .had tu' be developed. After investigating several methods 
of isolation, two particular techniques appeared most favorable; encapsulation in plastic bags, 
and encapsulation in  microcapsules. The former is a relatively simple method whereby rigid 
silicone foam resin and catalyst (T-9) are encapsulated in an appropriate plastic film. This 
method was highly successful as the tests illustrated i n  the subsection on "Experimental Test  
Results" indicate. 
The method of encapsulating catalyst and uncured polymer resin in microcapsules was  of 
a more complex nature. In the selection of microcapsules, several important factors had to be 
considered to insure successful operation. 
(1) The shell material should be compatible with the encapsulated chemical, that is, the 
shell  material should not dissolve or should not be affected chemically in any way by the en- 
capsulated viscous fluid or the fluid in which it is suspended or immersed. The materials must 
be Compatible for  the anticipated exposure t imes,  
(2) For a given capsule size,  the wall thickness should be such that it would enable mar-  
ual or mechanical mixing of the capsules in  viscous materials ranging from 100 to 500 poises 
viscosity. 
(3) The shelf stability of the chemical-containing capsules should be excellent. To attain 
this condition and in order to  protect the encapsulated chemicals f rom the outside atmosphere, 
the shell material should be impermeable. Also, the shell material  itself should be protected 
from the surrounding outside atmosphere. 
(4) Finally, another important factor is the capsule payload. Enough chemicals will have 
to  be present in the capsules to obtain the requisite ratio of resin to catalyst to effect initiation 
of the chemical reaction once the self-sealing panel is punctured. For  a specific capsule size,  
the wall thickness determines the payload. On the other hand, the payload can be altered by 
varying the capsule size and keeping the wal l  thickness constant. 
By taking the above factors into consideration, Southwest Research Institute (San Antonio, 
Texas) was able to prepare two capsule samples. In one case, the catalyst (T-9) was  encap- 
sulated in an algin-gelatin PVA blend shell composition with a payload of 33 to  35 per cent and 
approximately 1000 micron diameter size. In the other case, the rigid silicone foam resin was 
encapsulated in approximately the same shell  composition (algin-gelatin PVA blend) with a pay- 
load of 85 per cent and approximately 1500 micron diameter size.  For  more details on the prep- 
aration of the microcapsules see Appendix C. 
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Some of the advantages of the microcapsule method were as follows. 
(1) Simplification of the self-sealing structure chemical compartment, 
(2) Greater ease of handling the chemical constituents. 
(3) More localized chemical reaction, thereby enabling additional sealing of nearby 
punctures within the same self-sealing cell. 
(4) More thorough mixing of the chemicals, giving an even faster reaction and a better 
quality end-product. 
(5) The use of higher viscosity chemical constituents, while allowing adequate mixing. 
The validity of these five points was checked experimentally by preparing several  self- 
sealing panel configurations containing the microcapsules. Three different capsule combina- 
tions were investigated. 
(1) Combination whereby the catalyst w a s  encapsulated only and capsules mixed with the 
rigid silicone foam resin giving a s lurry.  
(2) Combination whereby both catalyst and resin were encapsulated giving a solid mixture. 
(3) Combination whereby the resin was encapsulated only and capsules coated with the 
catalyst giving a wet solid. 
Shock Wave Damage Control 
Initial candidate self-sealing wall configurations were successfully tested with 1/8-inch 
diameter steel projectiles at impact velocities to 7000 fps. At these relatively low impact ve- 
locities, the face sheets of wall configurations enclosing cured elastomeric materials or chemi- 
cal  constituents of low compressibility, sustained simple punctures (holes) and minimal material 
removal along the pellet entry path. Following these initial tes ts  an attempt was made to  verify 
the results with impact velocities above 15,000 fps. These tests,  with similar wal l  configura- 
tions, were conducted at  the NASA Ames Research Center Ballistic Facility (Reference 3). One- 
eighth inch diameter pyrex projectiles were fired at impact velocities to 23,140 fps. Results of 
these tests indicated that when a high velocity particle impacts a compartment containing a nearly 
incompressible material (liquid or solid), the incident shock wave induces extremely high inter- 
facial p ressures  which may exceed the dynamic rupture strength of the penetrated wall. In the 
case of aluminum face sheets, this resulted in crack propagation and petalling of the face sheets 
local to  the pellet entry path. Figure 4 illustrates the type of damage sustained, a t  two different 
impact velocities, by a honeycomb core sandwich panel with the core cells filled with a cured 
elastomer sealant of low compressibility. 
On the basis of these initial high velocity tests, it w a s  concluded that those concepts in 
which sealing capability was  dependent solely upon the mechanical response of precured elas- 
tomeric materials (e.g. Figure 1A) would not seal at the higher puncturing velocities, due prin- 
cipally to  the increased shock wave effects causing excessive material  removal along the pellet 
entry path. For  the other mechanical and chemical concepts, control of shock wave damage to 
the face sheets would be a prime prerequisite fo r  obtaining a successful seal. In view of this, 
modifications suggested by shock wave theory were incorporated into subsequent wall conf igura- 
tions in order to minimize shock wave induced damage. The following two damage control tech- 
niques were found to be the most effective in minimizing impact damage and permitting success- 





























































































8 (1) The use of nonmetallic face sheets (fiberglas-epoxy resin laminates) in the wall con- 
struction. 
(2) Isolation of the wall face sheets from nearly incompressible materials (liquid or  solid) 
by air gaps or the interposition of low density and highly compressible materials. 
It was determined that an aluminum face sheet could be tolerated as the pellet entry face of 
a wall if isolated from low compressibility materials by an air gap. The damage in such cases 
was limited to a simple hole slightly larger  in diameter than the penetrating projectile. The air 
gap proved effective in attenuating shock wave transmission into the wall panel and permitting 
expansion of the cloud of impact induced particles over a larger area of the inner shell  and there- 
by diminishing its penetration capability. For  walls where the aluminum front face sheet w a s  
placed adjacent to  a low compressibility material (either solid o r  liquid), petalling of the sheet 
material  local to  the projectile entry hole occurred as is illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. 
When aluminum rear face sheets were used in self-sealing wall configurations, crack prop- 
agation and petalling of the sheet material local to the rear  face impact area usually occurred 
whenever the ballistic limit of the rear sheet was exceeded. The fragmented projectile, im- 
pacted face sheet, and enclosed filler material (which is set in motion by the impact) subjects 
the aluminum rear sheet to a high intensity distributed impulsive load. This type of loading, 
particularly when preceded by perforation, provokes outward petalling of the aluminum sheet. 
This is not surprising, since metals in general are more sensitive than nonmetals to rapid crack 
propagation and/or petalling when subjected to this type of loading. 
Fiberglas-epoxy laminates, when used as the rear face sheet, were found to  absorb the 
impact energy with less destructive consequences than metals. Figure 6A shows the punctured 
nonmetallic rear face sheet of a combined sphere-chemical self-sealing panel configuration in 
which the rear sheet was  separated from the chemical compartment by a 1/4-inch air gap. This 
wall permitted a successful seal when punctured with a 1/8-inch diameter steel sphere at an im- 
pact velocity exceeding 20,000 fps. For purposes of comparison, Figure 6B illustrates the punc- 
tured metallic rear face sheet of a similar panel, except for the nonmetallic sheet which was 
replaced by a 0.020-inch aluminum sheet. This wall was  tested with a similar projectile at 
approximately the same impact velocity. Excessive loss of the chemical constituents through 
the damaged rear sheet resulted in only partial sealing of the pellet entry hole on the front face. 
However, subsequent panel configurations were modified by placing a nonmetallic sheet (hole s ize  
controller) adjacent to the rear side of the chemical compartment, but separated from the metallic 
rear face sheet by an air gap o r  a low-density plastic sponge. This minimized the efflux of chem- 
ical constituents from the petalled hole in the aluminum r e a r  sheet and restored the self-sealing 
capability of this wall configuration. 
Self-sealing Wall Configurations 
The initial self-sealing wall specimens tested were basically breadboard prototypes in 
which the primary purpose was to evaluate various self- sealing concepts for  sealing capability. 
In later tests the more successful self- sealing concepts were integrated into multi-wall metallic 
structures which were more realistic from an applied point of view. For  this task, a wall geom- 
etry resulting from a study conducted by NASA, MSC, was selected as being representative of 
a space vehicle non-self- sealing wall structure. A s  originally proposed, this wall structure 
consisted of a 0.020-inch aluminum bumper? a 0.050-inch aluminum pressure shell, and a 2- 
inch layer of flexible polyurethane foam bonded between the two face sheets. This basic alum- 
inum wall geometry was then modified to incorporate self-sealing capability and shock wave 
damage control resulting in the following two self-sealing wall configurations. 
Integral self-sealing wall. - In this configuration, the self-sealing components are inter- 
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used by self-sealing components may then be filled with a low density insulative material to 
satisfy space vehicle thermal requirements. Two such specimens. one using the elastonier 
sphere sealing concept and the other the combined sphere-chemical concept. successfully sealed 
when perforated with 1/8-inch diameter steel  spheres at impact velocities to 20.000 fps and 
above. 
* 
Multi-sheet wall configurations of current space vehicles have bwtl CCRYEZt i ih ld i iy  con- 
structed with the inner shell airtight and the ciitai sneil vented to the surrounding atmosphere. 
Uc-~~ ' ; e r ,  i l l  the integral self-sealing wall configuration it is a prerequisite that the outer shell 
be airtight, since sealing is achieved at that face. Now, while the sealing effectiveness of this 
concept does not require that the inner shell be airtight, reliability and "fail-safe'' considera- 
tions for manned missions suggest that both shells be made airtight. For such a wall configura- 
tion, the ability to res is t  leak provoking damagc would be increased since the inner shell would 
also have to be perforated before the pressurized compartment became susceptible to fluid leak- 
age. In addition, while the self-sealing system would be maintaining a complete or partial seal  
on a perforation in the outer airtight shell, manual repairs, if required, could be made to the 
inner pressure shell, under normal operating cabin pressure,  without having to first decompress 
the pressurized compartment. Should the thermal protection requirements for a space vehicle 
specify that a vacuum be maintained between the inner and outer shell, provisions could be made 
for venting any air entrapped during fabrication of the wall (by means of a valve once the vehicle 
is in space) or following puncture and repair  of the inner pressure shell. This problem would 
be nonexistent with thermal protection systems that do not require a vacuum environment. 
If the outer shell only is made airtight. then the primary function of the inner shell would 
be to contribute to the structural strength of the wall configuration for nonpressure loading con- 
ditions (e. g. launch and maneuvering loads). On the other hand, with both shells airtight, the 
pressure load would be divided between the two. In such a case the distribution of the pressure 
load and resultant hoop tension s t resses  in  each shell will depend on the ability of the wall struc- 
ture core or interior structural  components to transmit pressure loads to the outer shell. Fig- 
u r e  7 illustrates the core stiffness requirements of a sandwich wall structure as a function of i t s  
ability to transmit pressure loads to the outer shell. The ratio of the s t ress  in the outer shell 
02 to the average stress UAV is plotted against a parameter representing the crushing stiffness 
of the core. It should be noted that as the core stiffness parameter increases. the efficiency of 
the wall structure to ac t  as a unit in carrying pressure loads also increases until the outer shell 
ca r r i e s  the same stress as the inner shell. The area labeled "conventional sandwich construc- 
tion" indicates the range of core stiffness for  which a sandwich behaves as a structural unit ill 
carrying compressive and shear loads, Therefore this range of core stiffness will also be the 
most effective for carrying pressure loads. 
transmitting pressure loads decreases  thereby requiring the inner shell to carry a greater por- 
tion of the total pressure load. 
For purely rigid foam cores,  the efficiency for  
Due to the above considerations, it becomes apparent that in order to make the self- 
sealing concepts compatible with a wall structure,  the sealing components should be incorporated. 
in such a manner that the structural and thermal requirements of the wall are not compromised. 
Figure 8 illustrates two proposed wall configurations in which the sealing, structural. and 
thermal requirements may be satisfied. The thickness of the structural components will  depend 
upon the specific application and load requirements for the wall structure. 
Self-sealing tile. - In this concept the self-sealing components are fabricated into a non- 
With the tile concept, sealing is achieved at the inner shell 
metallic single face tile and then the open face of the tile is attached to the inner airtight shell of 
the Pressurized wall compartment. 
and therefore the outer shell of the basic wall structure need not be airtight. However, in order 
to achieve successful sealing, impact damage to the inner shell must be limited to a sealable 
type Of Puncture. 
Of nonmetallic laminate and metallic sheet as the pres,sure shell. 
shell configuration, the metallic sheet, used basically for  structural  considerations. Can be 
This has  been accomplished by using a nonmetallic laminate or a composite 
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expected to petal once i t s  ballistic limit is exceeded. The sealing in this instance is achieved at 
the puncture produced in the nonmetallic laminate. Since the puncture in the laminate is usually 
an irregular shaped hole, complete sealing can be obtained more consistently when the combined 
sphere-chemical system is used in the tile configuration. 
Figure 9 illustrates a proposed self-sealing tile wall configuration in which the sealing, 
structural ,  and thermal requirements may be satisfied. A s  is indicated in the sketch. the indi- 
vidual tiles can be easily removed for making repa i rs  to the pressure shell or  for replacing ex- 
pended tiles. For increased "fail-safe" reliability, the outer shell of the basic wall structure 
could also be made airtight and some loosely packed elastomer spheres incorporated adjacent to 
it, This would permit sealing at the outer shell should the tile sealing system fail o r  provide 
only a partial seal. In such a sitxation, manual repairs  to the inner pressure shell, if  required. 
could be made under normal cabin pressure conditions and without fear of cabin decompression. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM AND EVALUATION OF TEST RESULTS 
Equipment and Test Procedure 
The experimental phase of this research program was  conducted both at Northrop Space 
Laboratories and outside ballistic facilities such as NASA Ames Research Center and McGill 
University, Montreal, Canada. The facilities most frequently used during this work were those 
at McGill University and NSL. A brief description of the apparatus and tes t  procedure used 
follows. 
The Northrop Space Laboratories' particle accelerator. - This particle accelerator is 
capable of propelling 1/8-inch diameter projectiles down a 2-foot long barrel  at velocities up to 
8000 fps by an explosive gun powder discharge from a modified 25-caliber rifle cartridge. 
Projectiles smaller than 1/8-inch diameter can be propelled using an appropriate sabot-pellet 
separation technique. Projectile velocities a r e  obtained by means of a velocity measuring 
trigger break screen circuit associated with a Tektronix 545 oscilloscope. The gun barrel  
muzzle is enclosed in one end of a transparent plexiglass chamber while the other end of the 
plexiglass chamber has an opening on which one face of the self-sealing test specimen is 
mounted. In an actual test, the chamber is evacuated to between 0.2 and 0.3 mm Hg to give a 
pressure differential across  the specimen of approximately one atmosphere. An airtight seal 
is obtained between the test specimen and the vacuum chamber. Upon impact of the self-sealing 
structure,  the sealability of the structure can be checked by means of a leak detection apparatus 
consisting of flowmeter gauges connected to a metallic chamber which in turn is attached to the 
other face of the test specimen. 
The Northrop light gas gun facility. - Initial high velocity tes ts  with 1/8-inch diameter 
steel projectiles were conducted at the light gas gun facility at the Nortronics Division of 
Northrop Corporation. Although most of the usable data were obtained at medium velocities 
(10,000 - 16,000 fps), valuable data were recorded regarding panel structural damages due to 
shock wave effects. 
The light gas  gun is a two-stage system, using one piston launch tube and one model launch 
tube. The compressed gas  utilized is either helium or  hydrogen. 
vacuum chamber has been predicated on multi-purpose use. 
extending the gun launch tube and for  changing launch tubes to provide various bore diameters. 
Lexan sabots of 1/4- or  1/2-inch diameter were used for carrying 1/8-inch diameter or  smaller 
projectiles. The 41-cubic foot vacuum chamber is capable of achieving a vacuum of 0 .5  mm Hg 
with mechanical pumps after one-half hour of pumping time. Projectile velocity was  measured 
with a Flexitron 720 three-channel f lash X-ray unit, a trigger break screen circuit, and a Tek- 
tronix 5-45 oscilloscope. The gun has  achieved velocities in excess of 22,000 fps with a 1/8-inch 
diameter steel projectile. 
The design of both gun and 
For example, provisions exist for 
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The McGill University light gas gun facility. - In comparison with the Northrop light gas 
gun, the McGill gun is a three-stage system. The barrel has  a bore of 0.5-inch and is fired with 
a black powder charge of 500 to 850 gr. Hydrogen i s  used as the compressed gas in the two pres- 
su re  chambers using different diameters polyethylene pistons. Full bore lexan sabots carry the 
type and size projectiles selected. At the end of the evacuated barrel ,  the sabot and projectile 
a r e  separated by a short travel in a i r  at one atmosphere. Subsequently, the sabot is deflected by 
hitting a deflector plate while the projectile travels about 12 feet in a chamber evacuated to 3 mm 
Hg. The facility can attain velocities exceeding 20, 000 fps consistently. 
Projectile velocities a r e  accurately determined by the use of a counter which is triggered 
as the projectiles t raverse  a light screen and stops as a vacuum phototube records the impact 
flash. In order to determine whether the projectiles triggered the light screen properly. flash 
X-ray pictures of the projectile and sabot in flight a r e  taken. If for  some reason the sabot, 
rather than the projectile, t r iggers  the light screen, corrections to the velocity can be made by 
noting their relative positions in the picture. 
Northrop Space Laboratories gun facility for ballistic testing of heated and cooled 
targets. - The temperature effect (reduced or  elevated) on the self-sealing capability of the 
tes t  structures was  determined with the equipment illustrated in Figure 10. This setup uses  
the NSL particle accelerator described ear l ier .  In an actual test at elevated or reduced tem- 
perature the panel specimen is mounted against the target vacuum chamber in such a way a s  to 
obtain an airtight seal. 
Experimental Test  Results 
A s  discussed in the sections on "Principles and Concepts of Self-sealing Wall Structures" 
(page 3 and "Shock Wave Damage Control" (page 11). a multitude of self-sealing concepts were 
evaluated experimentally during this research program. A systematic study and testing was 
undertaken whereby panel configurations and materials were investigated as the impact condi- 
tions and damages to the panel structures changed. Most of the self-sealing panels tested, with 
the mechanical as well as the chemical concepts, showed excellent self- sealing capabilities when 
impacted by 1/8-inch diameter steel projectiles at low velocities (up to 7000 fps) under ambient 
temperatures conditions. However, at higher impact velocities and identical environmental con- 
ditions, increased shock wave damage to the face sheets reduced their self-sealing capability. 
In view of this, modifications suggested by shock wave theory were  incorporated in subsequent 
wall  configurations which proved successful in restoring self-sealing capability at impact veloc- 
ities of 20,000 fps  and above. 
During a typical mission a spacecraft will be exposed not only to meteoroid hazards. but 
also to other environmental conditions such as temperature extremes, radiation and reduced 
pressures.  Because of this it was  felt that tes ts  should be performed under temperature varia- 
tion conditions combined with vacuum. Experimental resul ts  of the more successful mechanical 
and chemical self-sealing concepts when impacted by 1/8-inch projectiles at low and high veloc- 
ities is discussed in the following three subsections. Impact tests at room, elevated, and r e -  
duced temperature conditions a r e  described and summarized. 
Room temperature tests. - Highly significant results at room temperature were obtained 
with the more realistic multiwall metallic structures. These structures incorporated all the 
techniques and resul ts  derived from the preceding panel configuration breadboard models. The 
more successful mechanical and chemical self- sealing concepts were integrated into a double 
wall metallic structure to attain a more representative structure for space vehicle applications. 
Two basic configurations were investigated: the integral self- sealing panel configuration (IS); 
2 1  
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and the self-sealing tile configuration (SST). In both cases, the metallic outer and inner face 
sheets were used to conform with the up-to-date preference of metallic space vehicle cabin 
walls. 
In the "Integral System" (IS) panels, as illustrated in Figure 11, the purely mechanical 
self-sealing configurations (IS-B and IS-C) functioned successfully and the entry face hole was  
easily sealable; however, in both panels the rear face sheet was  heavily damaged as shown in 
Figure 12. Loss of the sealing spheres through the pellet hole of the rear face sheet was  pre- 
vented by the use of a nonmetallic fiberglas epoxy laminate sheet which was incorporated be- 
tween the sealing elastomeric balls and the r e a r  face sheet. The impact velocity for these two 
panels, with a 1/8-inch steel pellet, was  in the 20? 000 fps range. 
Among the combined integral chemical-mechanical systems evaluated, the panel config- 
uration IS-E (Figure 13) using the plastic film encapsulation method, showed excellent sealing 
capability. Upon impact by a 1/8-inch steel projectile at a velocity of approximately 20,000 fps. 
instantaneous effective sealing was recorded, as illustrated in Figure 14. As shown, sealing 
was  obtained all along the pellet entry path with the exception of the r e a r  face sheet which suf- 
fered heavy damage and was  unable to seal. Additional tes ts  with this particular panel config- 
uration revealed that the isolation of the rubber spheres from the entry face was  not a necessary 
requirement to obtain a successful seal. 
In using the microencapsulation method for the encapsulation of one or both chemical com- 
ponents, three different combinations were investigated as described in the section entitled 
"Material Selection and Evaluation" (page 8 ). A thorough study was performed using the first 
combination where only the catalyst is encapsulated. For this combination the weight ratio of 
microcapsules (containing the catalyst) to resin of 1: 0.75 was considered optimum. The self- 
sealing panel configuration illustrated in Figure 15 shows show these microcapsules were in- 
corporated within the self-sealing structure. In some preliminary tests, this configuration 
demonstrated excellent sealing capability at low velocity ("7000 fps) and at room, elevated, and 
reduced temperatures. Figure 16 depicts the panel configuration impacted at low velocity by 
a 1/8-inch diameter steel pellet and at room temperature. The predicted localized chemical 
reaction is well demonstrated and the unaffected area is shown. Similar resul ts  were obtained 
at elevated and reduced temperatures with the results at elevated temperatures being even more 
successful as expected. Further details on the elevated and reduced temperature tes t s  a r e  pre- 
sented la ter  under subsections entitled "Elevated Temperature Tests" (page 31) and "Reduced 
Temperature Tests" (page36). 
as shown in Figure 17 resulted in successful sealing action upon impact by a 1/8-inch steel pel- 
let  at the higher velocities and a t  room temperature. In an actual test, a panel impacted at 
18,400 fps  demonstrated this effective sealing action along the pellet entry path. Similar to the 
panel shown in Figure 14, heavy petalling of the rear face sheet was  noted with only a 3/16-inch 
diameter hole in the front face sheet. Between the two face sheets the mechanical and chemical 
self-sealing mechanisms performed very well as evidenced by dissection of the panel. The pre- 
dicted localized sealing action was  obtained and the sealing pattern looked very similar to the 
one illustrated in Figure 16. 
Incorporating this microencapsulation concept in an integral system panel configuration 
The preliminary results obtained with the second combination (where both catalyst and 
res in  were encapsulated such that the weight ratio of encapsulated catalyst to encapsulated resin 
was  1:2.5) indicated partial  success. Upon impact by a 1/8-inch diameter steel pellet at 7000 
fps  (in a panel configuration similar to the one illustrated in Figure 15 and containing the micro- 
capsules in the ratio indicated above), the membrane separating the capsules from the elasto- 
meric  balls sealed, whereas the front  face sheet did not seal. At higher impact velocities, it is 
expected that the larger  hole in the separating membrane will allow passage of the sealing com- 
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3/16” THICK RIGID FOAM RESIN (XR-6-3700)  
ENCAPSULATED IN HEAT SEALABLE PLASTIC 
FILM 
9. 
1/16” THICK CATALYST (T -9 ) ,  ENCAPSULATED 
IN HEAT SEALABLE PLASTIC FILM 
3 PLY FIBERGLASS- EPOXY LAMINATE 
FLEX IBLE POLYURETHANE FOAM 
(p = 1.5 # / F T 3 )  
1/64” NITRILE SHEET 
FIGURE 13 INTEGRAL SYSTEM - COMBINED MECHANICAL - CHEMICAL 
SEALING CONCEPT (RIGID FOAM RESIN/RUBBER BALLS) 
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0.020 (2024-T3) AL l- 




51’ 6 ” 
0.020” (2024 - T3) A L  
FLEXIBLE POLYURETHANE FOAM 
( P  = 1.5 # /FT3)  
1/32” NITRILE RUBBER SHEET 
FIGURE 17 INTEGRAL SYSTEM - MICROENCAPSULATION / RUBB ER BALLS CONCEPT 
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The third combination, where only the resin was encapsulated. gave excellent resul ts  
when incorporated i n  a panel configuration similar to the one shown in Figure 15. The weight 
ra t io  of microcapsules (containing the resin) to catalyst w a s  4:l. Results obtained at the low 
velocity tes t s  were very similar to the ones obtained with the panel configuration using the f i r s t  
combination. No high velocity impacts were performed, but performance at the higher impact 
levels is expected to be excellent. 
To achieve sealing at the inner wall of the MSC panel configuration, the "Self-sealing Tile" 
(SST) panel configurations were investigated. One of the configurations tested is shown in Figure 
18 and the resul ts  a r e  illustrated in Figure 19. A s  can be seen, the 1/4-inch diameter hole pro- 
duced in the front sheet was sealed mechanically with one of the elastomeric balls. The rear 
sheet could not be sealed due to heavy damage. The panel was  impacted by a 1/8-inch diameter 
steel pellet at a velocity of 18,500 fps. 
Using the resu l t s  obtained initially with the SST configuration. improved reinforced 
fiberglas-epoxy laminates and combination of these laminates with aluminum sheets for use as 
the inner wall of the panel configurations were evaluated. The objective was to minimize im- 
pact damage to the inner wall so that sealing will  be achieved on that face. This was done suc- 
cessfully with the panel configurations (SST-E and SST-I) shown in Figure 20, which were im- 
pacted by 1/8-inch diameter steel pellets at velocities of 18, OOOfps and20,710 fps, respectively. 
In the case of the SST-E configuration where the composite laminate was coniposed of an  alurni- 
num sheet bonded to nonmetallic layers such a s  reinforced epoxy laminate and nitrile rubber, it 
was  noted (see Figure 21) that petalling of the rear  metal sheets w a s  still  severe. In spite of the 
heavy damage suffered by the aluminum sheet, successful sealing was  obtained at the nonmetal- 
lic sheets bonded to the metal sheet. In this case pnly chemical sealing was obtained due to the 
fact that the balls could not move freely in the hole because of heavy petalling of the aluminum 
sheet. This situation is correctable by reversing the chemical and elastomeric ball compart- 
ments. 
In the case of the SST-I panel configuration where an 8-ply reinforced fiberglas-epoxy lam- 
inate was  used as the rear face sheet, an excellent sealing action was  obtained. No petalling oc- 
curred and a hole not exceeding 1/4-inch in diameter sealed both mechanically and chemically. 
Heavy foaming occurred behind the r ea r  face sheet, sealing effectively along the pellet entry 
path and setting the sealing rubber balls permanently in place. Thus. considering the las t  se r ies  
of tests, it is possible to make the inner shell airtight and effectively sealed upon impact by a 
1/8-inch diameter steel pellet at velocities exceeding 20,000 fps. 
In summary, both basic self-sealing panel configurations (IS and SST) provide excellent 
self-sealing capability and permit sealing at either the front or rear face sheets when impacted 
in the manner described above. 
Elevated temperature tests. - In the ser ies  of impact tes ts  conducted at an elevated tem- 
perature, the materiais used within the most successful self-sealing structures performed very 
well. The elevated temperature improved the self-sealing action, particularly in the case of the 
chemical sealing system where the chemical reaction rates increased with temperature. subject 
to the limitations of degradation of the component materials. Regarding the mechanical sealing 
action at elevated temperature, the sealing w a s  not necessarily faster but i t  was  more effective 
due to the softening of the elastomeric balls material. 
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In actual tes ts  two representative self-sealing panel structures were impacted by a 1/8- 
inch diameter steel pellet while exposed to an elevated temperature. The panel configurations 
in question are identical to the ones illustrated in Figures 17 and 13 which represent "Integral 
Systems" with a chemical microencapsulation concept and a chemical bag concept. respectively. 
both combined with the elastomeric spheres mechanical concept. 
In the testing procedure each panel was attached tc! z .".eati~~g source as shown in Figure 22 
which assembly in turn ':LX adapted to the NSL gun facility for ballistic testing of heated and 
cooied targets illustrated in Figure 10. The panel outer sheet was heated to 300" F and kept 
constant throughout the test giving a temperature gradient of 150 F inside the chemical com- 
partment and 80" F at the inner sheet surface. 
Upon impact of the panel using the plastic bag encapsulation method by a 1/8-inch diameter 
steel pellet at 18,400 fps, instantaneous (within one second) sealing was recorded. The chemi- 
cal  and mechanical self-sealing actions performed very effectively as it was evidenced upon dis- 
section of the panel. The appearance of the final seal was very similar to the one illustrated in 
Figure 14. Since the chemical reaction rates increased at these higher temperatures, the self- 
sealing system performed even better when compared to the sealing at room temperature. 
Sealing was accomplished along the pellet entry path with the exception of the aluminum r e a r  
face sheet which was heavily petalled. However, as experienced in previous tests. this damage 
could be reduced by replacing the aluminum rear face sheet by epoxy laminates or other com- 
posites as was previously discussed for the tests at room temperature. The damage could be 
reduced sufficiently so as to enable a successful seal of both entry and rear faces. Other ma- 
terials such as the Mylar and the nitrile rubber sheets inside the panel were not affected by 
these elevated temperatures and performed well. During the penetration process a large chunk 
of the polyurethane foam layer behind the rear face sheet was removed along the projectile entry 
path either by tearing action or oxidative degradation, the latter being considered as predominant. 
However, the volume of foam removed was completely replaced by the newly formed rigid foam. 
Similar results were obtained with the panel using the microencapsulation method (see 
Figure 17) where one of the chemical constituents (catalyst T-9) is contained in microcapsules. 
Pr ior  to impact, the temperatures measuredat the panel front face sheet, inside the chemical com- 
partment, and at  the rear face sheet, by means of thermocouples, were 300 OF, 150 OF and 80 " F, 
respectively. Upon penetration by a 1/8-inch diameter steel pellet at a recorded velocity of 
19,000 fps,  the panel sealed within one second. The seal was highly effective, mechanically as 
well as chemically. 
reacted chemical components were still present away from the projectile trajectory. A new 
puncture in the unaffected area of this panel could have been sealed again mechanically and 
chemically. A panel similar to the one above but using the plastic bag encapsulation method had 
a large chunk of the polyurethane foam layer located behind the rear face sheet removed either 
by tearing action or oxidative degradation. The rear and front face sheets sustained similar 
damage. 
Localized chemical reaction took place along the pellet entry path and ur. - 
The elevated temperature did not affect the rubber balls to the point of interference with 
the sealing action. 
softening of the rubber balls which were kept f rom sticking together by coating them with talcum 
powder. The other materials used within the panel configuration such as the vinyl sponge behind 
the entry face, the mylar sheets separating the rubber balls from the chemical components and 
the air gap, and the nitrile rubber sheet separating the microcapsules f rom the polyurethane 
foam performed very well under high temperatures. 
To the contrary, the sealing action was enhanced. This was due to a slight 
Reduced temperature tests. - At sub-zero temperatures, the sdf-sealing capabilities of 
the panels were not affected seriously when properly selected materials were used. With the 
original chemical components little or no chemical sealing action was obtained. Careful selec- 
tion of materials led to more successful results.  It was noted that the chemical reaction rates 
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decreased with decreasing temperature and the ideal ratio of resin to catalyst was shifted so 
that the foam obtained was  of poorer quality. thus degrading the quality of the seal. After in- 
vestigating more suitable chemical materials. a combination of products was  selected for which 
the ratio shifting w a s  minimized. The feasibility of these new materials was  proven a t  even 
lower temperatures. They performed particularly well when combined self- sealing panel con- 
figurations were used. Among the combined concepts investigated. the one giving the best re -  
sults was the "Rigid Silicone Foam/Elastomeric Balls" concept. Good insulation is obtained 
with this combination and the temperature of the liquid C ~ P M ~ C Z :  components was kept above 
their freezkg point. The eiastomeric ball material selected also performed very well under 
these conditions. 
. 
Due to a filled schedule at the McGill University hypervelocity testing facility, no high 
velocity impacts were performed at reduced temperatures. A large ser ies  of preliminary tests 
were accomplished, however, a t  lower velocities (=7000 fps). In these temperature dependent 
self-sealing tests, the objective w a s  to determine the material 's  capability to res i s t  temperature 
extremes combined with vacuum and still give an effective seal. Thus, it was felt that high veloc- 
ity impact tes ts  were actually not mandatory to demonstrate the material 's behavior. 
From the selective screening process of materials and self- sealing panel configurations 
discussed in the subsection entitled "Material Selection and Evaluation" (page 8 ), two breadboard 
self-sealing panels were retained for tes ts  at reduced temperatures using the "Elastomeric 
Spheres Concept" and the "Rigid Silicone Foam/Elastomeric Spheres Concept" where the catalyst 
is either encapsulated in a plastic bag or in microcapsules. For each configuration two panels 
were prepared wherein one case nonmetallic front and rear  face sheets were utilized and in the 
other case a metallic front face sheet and a nonmetallic r ea r  face sheet were  utilized. These 
panel configurations were penetrated by a 1/8-inch diameter steel pellet a t  velocities up to 7000 
fps using the NSL gun facility. In a general testing procedure, the panel was  placed in contact 
with a cooling source which, in turn, was  mounted on the back of the vacuum chamber as shown 
i n  Figure 23. The cooling source consists of an aluminum plate having interwoven hollow pas- 
sageways in  which liquid nitrogen can be circulated. The temperature of the plate can be regulated 
and kept constant by controlling the flow of the liquid nitrogen. For cold tests, the temperature 
was set at -85°F at the panel front face which meant that the vinyl sponge was  -35" F, the rubber 
balls at O'F, the chemical compartment at 10°F. and the rear  face sheet a t  35°F. This tem- 
perature gradient differed by only a few degrees for the panels with nonmetallic front and rear  
face sheets. 
Upon impact of the panel configuration using the "Elastomeric Spheres Concept" with the 
metallic face sheet, instantaneous sealing was  obtained. At these low temperatures. the rubber 
balls and the vinyl sponge layer (1/8-inch thick) behind the entry face remained soft and flexible 
enough to successfully seal a 3/16-inch hole. A similar panel. but with a nonmetallic front face 
sheet (epoxy laminate reinforced with fiberglas), did not suffer any cracks and the hole size was 
kept to a minimum, 
Upon impact one of the panel configurations using the 'Rigid Foam/Elastomeric Spheres 
Concept" with the chemicals either encapsulated in plastic bags or microcapsules sealed very 
effectively. Nevertheless, in the case where the microcapsules were used, the chemical seal- 
ing reactions were more localized. At least two-thirds of the chemicals were unaffected upon 
penetration and remained unreacted after several  weeks indicating that foaming and curing had 
remained localized. A similar panel was  submitted to three punctures to check i t s  ability to 
seal three holes approximately one inch apart. The resul ts  obtained showed good mechanical 
and chemical sealing in all three cases. 
The viscosity of the rigid foam resin and the catalyst used as the foam chemical constit- 
uents increased appreciably, particularly in  the case of the resin, under these reduced tem- 




FIGURE 23 COOLING SOURCE FOR REDUCED TEMPERATURE TESTS 
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chemical reactions. Since these reactions a r e  exothermic. their rates will be accelerated after - 
initiation and produce a foam which will effectively contribute to the successful sealing of the 
punctured panel. No loss  of materials was  recorded during these tests.  
TEChNICAL DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
Meteoroid Penetration of Single Wall Structures 
In an analytical study conducted by Davidson and Sandorf (Reference 7), i t  was indicated 
By using a modified meteoroid flux, somewhat more optimistic than Whipple's 
that the meteoritic puncture rate in a single homogenous sheet will vary inversely as the cube of 
the thickness. 
1961 estimate, and Bjork's penetration equation (for aluminum projectiles impacting an aluminum 
shield) the authors formulated the following penetration flux equation: 
10 t-3 IL = 4 x 10- 
where $is the average penetration flux in penetrations per square foot per  day and t is the effec- 
tive skin thickness in inches. This equation is plotted in Figure 24 
The average number of punctures is given by 
m=t,bA-r  (2)  
2 where A is the exposed area  (ft ) and T the exposure time (days). Substituting equation (1) into 
equation (2) and rearranging te rms  yields 
In reference 8, a statistical test of the puncture data obtained from the Explorer XVI micrometeoroid 
satellite experiments indicated that the occurrence of punctures follows a Poisson distribution. The 
Poisson distribution function has the form 
j = o  
where, for  our consideration, P(n) is the probability that a single wall structure will sustain n 
punctures or less  and m is the average number of punctures that may be expected. 
fied value of P(n) and n, the corresponding average number of punctures (m) may be determined 
from the tables and computational procedure given in Reference 9. If values of m determined in 
the above manner are substituted in equation (3) the values of t determined from the equation will 
represent the corresponding aluminum single wall  thickness required for  the specified values of 
P(n), n and ,mission parameter (AT). 
For  any speci- 
Equation (3) is plotted in Figure 25 f o r  values of n varying from zero to five and a P(n) = 0.99. 
The vertical line shown in the figure indicates the design restraint  that would be imposed by air 
pressurization load requirements of 14.7 psi and an assumed allowable design s t r e s s  of 36,000 psi 
for  a 20-foot diameter single wall aluminum cylindrical-shaped vehicle. 
example, only those portions of the curves that lie to the right of the vertical line would be used 
for  design purposes. 
Therefore, for the given 
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Meteoroid Penetration of Multiwall Composite Structures 
Current meteoroid satellite penetration experiments have been limited to single wall homo- 
genous materials. Therefore the procedure outlined in the previous section cannot be directly 
applied to  analyzing the penetration resistance of multiwall composite structures.  However, a 
reasonable first order approximation of the penetration resistance capability of these structures 
may be obtained by determining, with ground tes ts ,  the relationship between their stopping pow- 
er (ballistic limit) and that of a representative single wall homogenous structure.  
makes it necessary to assume that the relative stopping efficiencies among the configurations is 
the same for meteoroids as for the ground impact tests. 
This of course 
In order  to  perform a penetration analysis of composite structures it will first be neces- 
s a ry  to  determine experimentally the ballistic limit of each candidate composite configuration. 
The area density of a single wall homogenous structure having the same ballistic limit as the 
composite structure may also be found experimentally o r  the following procedure may be used 
to  a r r ive  at a reasonable estimate. 
The Herrmann and Jones Logarithmic Penetration Equation (Reference 10) for  a semi-  
infinite thick target can be used for determination of the penetration resistance of homogenous 
single wall materials.  In view of the limited physical significance of the logarithmic fit, extra- 
polation to higher velocities produces remarkable agreement with Bjork's theoretical points at  
the higher velocities ( - 72 km/sec) (Reference 10). The general form of the equation is 
where k and k were found to  be close to  0.6 and 4.0, respectively, for most material combin- 1 2 
n 
P p '  
ations tested, K =2 and B = . Equation (5) may be converted for use with thin single wall P t  
targets by applying the experimentally determined relationship tsw = 1 . 5  Pm, where tsw is the 
thickness of a single wall target that will just be perforated (ballistic limit) for the same ballis- 
t ic conditions that will penetrate a semi-infinite thick target of the same material to a depth 
of Prn. 




. t = t  sw = 0 . 9 d  (2) Pt  Pn [ 1 + ( . )  f4)) 
where P and p are the density of the projectile and target,  respectively, d P and V the projec- 




V), prevailing at the experimentally determined ballis - ’ 
P’ pP? 
If the ballistic conditions (d 
tic limit of a multiwall composite structure,  are inserted into equation (6). one can determine 
the equivalent homogenous single wal l  thickness of a representative material (e .  g. , aluminum) 
having the same ballistic limit as the composite. 
density would then give the a rea  density o r  wall unit weight of the equivalent single wall shell.  
Multiplying this wall thickness by the material 
be the ratio of the area d2nsity of the single wall (s. w. ) structure and the multiwall composite 
(c) structure which have the same ballistic limit. This factor r can then be considered to be the 
efficiency factor of a multiwall composite structure when compared to a homogenous single wall 
structure.  
Equation (4) converted to give the a rea  density required for a probability of zero puncture 
equal to 0.99 reduces to  
(8) (W/A)sw = 49.25 x (AT) 1/3 
2 where (W/A)sw, given in lbs/ft is the a rea  density or  panel unit weight of a n  aluminum single 
wall structure. 
Using the relationship given by equation (7) the a rea  density of a multiwall composite s t ruc-  
ture  satisfying the same conditions fo r  zero puncture would then be 
1/3 (W/A)c = I x  49.25 x 
r 
(AT) (9) 
The value of the a rea  density (W/A),, as determined f rom equation (9), will in general, be dif- 
ferent f rom that of the configuration used in establishing the value of r.  In making use of 
equation (9), one must assume that, in any new configuration of a specific composite panel 
concept in which the a rea  density is different than that used in determining r,  it is possible to 
readjust each new component weight so as not to affect the value of r as originally deterniineL. 
In Reference 6, data from penetration studies, conducted at NASA Ames Research Center, 
are presented in which the ratio of the weight of some double wall structures required to stop a 
projectile to that of a single sheet wall are given. 
r as defined by equation (7) they are found to vary f rom 1 for  the single sheet aluminum wall 
to  approximately 6 for  a double wall aluminum structure with a polyurethane foam filler. 
By converting these to efficiency factors 
Since attempts to  experimentally determine the ballistic limits for the composite wall spec - 
imens used in  our program were not successful (see Appendix D), it was not possible to calculate 
their  efficiency factor r by the procedure outlined. Therefore, for purposes of this analysis. we 
have assumed an efficiency factor of 6, which appears reasonable in view of the results obtained 
by NASA Ames Research Center with the composite aluminum double wall structure.  
Figure 26 illustrates how the area density of an aluminum face wall structure (for both sin- 
gle sheet and multi-sheet composite walls) designed for a probability of zero  punctures equal to 
0.99, would vary as a function of the mission parameter AT. 
ciency factor lines for  values of r equal to  1, 2 and 4 are also included. In addition, the effi- 
ciency Sactor line for  r = 6 is also shown fo r  a probability of zero penetration equal to  0.999 S O  
For  com-parison purposes, effi-  
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figure are the basic a rea  density lines of the following wall structure: 
(a) An aluminum single wa l l  structure (SW) required to  satisfy the pressure load require- 
ments indicatcd. 
(b) A composite non-sPlf-coa!ing waii  coniiguration (from NASA, MSC*) 
( c )  Two integral self-seaiing wall configurations. Wall configuration IS1 with the elastn- 
mer  sphere sealing concept and IS2 with the combined sphere-chemical sealing concept. Both of 
these configurations have s imilar  exterior face sheets and wall depth as the MSC wall configur- 
ation with some of the polyurethane foam filler replaced by the self-sealing components. 
(d) A self-sealing tile wall configuration (SST in which the tile is bonded to the inner shell 
of a 2-inch flexible polyurethane foam ( P =  1 .5  Ibs/ft 5 ) sandwich, fabricated with aO. 020-inchalu- 
minum outer shell and an 8-ply fiberglas-epoxy laminate inner shell. 
From the intersection of the basic a rea  density lines with the efficiency factor line for 
r = 6 and P(0) = 0.990, it is determined that the MSC non-self-sealing wall configuration will 
satisfy the requirements of zero  penetration up to a mission parameter of AT equal to 
6 2  3 .6  x 10 f t  -days while the lightest weight self-sealing wall configuration (IS,) will  satisfy this 
6 2  I requirement up to a value of A T  equal to 8 .2  x 10 ft -days. If the reliability requirement is in -  
5 2  5 2  creased to P(0) = 0.999 then these values will become 3 .6  x 10 f t  -days and 8 .2  x 10 f t  -days, 
respectively. For  a 10,000 ft space station these mission parameters translate into mission 
t imes of 360 days and 2.24 years  respectively for a P(0) = 0.990 and 36 days and 82 days respec- 
tively f o r  a P(0) = 0.999. Therefore, for the indicated space station and a reliability of 
F(0) = 0.990 the weight tradeoff point between non-self-sealing and self-sealing structures will 
occur at  a mission time of 2.24 years, while for  the more stringent requirement of P(0) = 0.999, 
this point will be reached at a mission time of 82 days. Beyond these mission times the proba- 
bility of sustaining punctures in the respective wall configurations wi l l  increase. However, 
while puncturing of the nonself-sealing wall  would result in  air leakage from a pressurized cabin, 
the self-sealing wall configuration would seal the puncture and permit safe operation of the mis- 
sion beyond the t imes indicated. 
2 
The results of the above analysis indicate that if the reliability requirement for  the 
sealed integrity of a pressurized compartment is kept relatively low (P(0) = 0.990), the non- 
self-sealing wall structure would demonstrate a weight advantage over a self-sealing wall con- 
figuration, for a 10,000 ft2 vehicle, for mission t imes up to 2.24 years.  However, future 
manned space missions of long duration which may require these larger  vehicles, will also 
require greater reliability for their pressurized compartments so that a specified reliability 
of P(0) = 0.999 would not be uncommon or  unreasonable. 
self-sealing wall would then demonstrate a weight advant+ge over the non-self-sealing struc- 
ture  for mission t imes exceeding 82 days for a 10,000 f t”  vehicle 3r 2.24 years  for a 1000 f t  
vehicle. Figure 27 illustrates how the mission time for  the weight tradeoff point var ies  with 
vulnerable vehicle area for the above two reliability requirements for zero penetration. 
For such mission requirements, the 
2 
that the effect of varying the reliability requirements may be considered. Also shown in the 
, 
*The MSC wall configuration, selected as a representative non-self-sealing wall structure,  
consists of a 2-inch thick flexible polyurethane foam ( p  = 1 .5  lbs/ft3) sandwich with aluminum 
face sheets (0.020-inch front face, 0.050-inch rear face). 
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Decompress ion of Funct ured Pressu riz ed Compartments 
In the above analysis it was assumed that the self-sealing concepts would be 100 per cent 
reliable in providing a complete seal .  This assumption, although recognized as bcing vptimis - 
tic, was  based on the consistent complete sealing that has been obtained with the latest self- 
sealing wall configurations evaluated. While the possibility of a partial or  incomplete seal  can- 
not be ignored, the advantages of a leak control system, even thoiigh EO: perfect, a r e  still  worthy 
of consideration. This will heccmc fiiure evident when one compares the times required (with 
ami without leak control) to decompress a 10,000 ft3 compartment from 14. 7 to 5 psia. a pres -  
su re  below which a crew could not long survive without increasing the oxygen content of the atmos- 
phere. For this comparison we have considered one of the earlier elastomer self-sealing wall 
configurations which, upon being perforated by a 1/8-inch diameter steel  sphere at an impact 
velocity above 20,000 fps, partially sealed the resulting 3/16-inch diameter hole (Reference 1 .  
Par t  I). The residual air leakage rate for this wall configuration was recorded at  1 . 3  lbs/day 
for  a pressure differential of 14.7 psi. 
A s  is indicated in Figure 28, the unsealed punctured wall, without the leak control feature 
(elastomer sphere), would decompress the compartment to a dangerous level in 1 . 3  days (no air 
augmentation assumed), whereas, the self-sealing feature increases this time to 580 days. For 
those wal l  configurations in which complete self-sealing is achieved, this time would. of course, 
be increased indefinitely. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
Based on the evaluation of ballistic tes t s  with various self-sealing wall concepts and an 
analysis of the factors  associated with integrating these concepts into space vehicle wall config- 
urations, the following conclusions have been reached, 
(1) The self-sealing wall concept is a feasible technique for ensuring the sealed integrity 
of a pressurized compartment that has been punctured by a hypervelocity particle impact. This 
has been experimentally verified by ballistic tests with 1/8-inch diameter steel spheres a t  im- 
pact velocities exceeding 20,000 fps. 
(2) Of the various self-sealing concepts evaluated, the two most successful techniques 
were determined to be the elastomer sphere and the combined sphere-chemical (rigid foaming 
resin) concept, While each of the above techniques sealed punctures effectively, the latter con- 
cept has  the added advantage of a chemical backup system for achieving a complete seal should 
the elastomer sphere give only a partial seal. 
(3) Of the two basic metallic wall configurations investigated in which the above sealing 
techniques were incorporated, the "integral self -sealing wall" configuration, where sealing is 
achieved at the outer shell, proved the most successful. However, while in conventional multi- 
wal l  space vehicle wall construction the inner shell only is made airtight, the above self-sealing 
wall  requires  that the outer shell be airtight. Although this  wall concept does not require the 
inner shell to be airtight, it is concluded that if both shells were made airtight, a more reliable 
"leak proof" pressure compartment would result. 
(4) Self-sealing cannot be achieved at the metallic inner shell of a multi-wall configuration 
once it sustains a puncture resulting from a hypervelocity particle impact. Ballistic tes ts  have 
demonstrated that irrespective of interior wall construction, the inner shell of a multi-sheet 
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(5) In wall  configurations consisting of metallic face sheets, self-sealing can best be 
achieved at the front face where, by the proper use of shock wave damage control techniques, 
impact damage can be limited to a simple sealable hole. 
(6) Shock wave damage control to the front fact sheet of a metallic wall configuration can 
best be achieved by isolating the outer shell from nearly incompressible material (solids or 
liquids) by an a i r  gap o r  by the interposition of low density and hi$!y ccmpressi'uie materials. 
However, these same techninyUcs prove ineiiective in preventing petalling of the rear  metallic 
shell of a wall configuration once its ballistic limit is exceeded. 
(7) If sealing is to be achieved at the inner shell of a multi-sheet wall configuration bv 
use of the "self-sealing tile" concept, then the s2aling surface of the inner shell of the basic 
wall structure should be a nonmetallic laminate o r  a bonded composite of nonmetallic laminate 
and metallic face sheet. In this latter case the metallic face sheet can still be expected to petal 
(once its ballistic limit is exceeded) but limited damage to the nonmetallic laminate permits 
sealing of the puncture at that face. 
(8) For the self-sealing tile to be consistently effective in obtaining a complete seal, the 
combined sphere-chemical sealing system should be used, since the elastomer sphere cannot, 
by itself, seal completely the irregular shaped hole sustained at the nonmetallic sealing surface 
of the inner shell. While the tile sealing concept requires that only the inner shell be airtight 
(similar to conventional space vehicle wall construction) greater "leak-proof" reliability for the 
pressure  compartment could be obtained i f  both shells were made airtight. In such a wall con- 
figuration, some loosely packed elastomeric spheres could be placed close to the outer shell to 
provide a backup system for the tile by permitting sealing at the metallic outer shell should the 
tile sealing system achieve only a partial seal. 
(9) Based on the present state of development of the self-sealing wall concepts investi- 
gated, the elastomer sphere concept, when used in an "integral self-sealing wall" configuration, 
is the simplest in design and the most conpetitive, weightwise, with non-self-sealing wall con- 
figurations, since a weight addition of approximately 0.40 lbs/ft2 will provide self-sealing ca- 
pability. The combined sphere-chemical concept when used either in the integral wall o r  tile 
configuration requires a weight addition of 1.04 lbs/ft2 and 1.45 lbs/ft2 respectively. However, 
the weight of these latter two concepts could be appreciably reduced by a weight optimization 
program. 
(10) On the basis of the assumptions made for determining the penetration flux of multi- 
wall composite structures, preliminary analysis indicates that for a design probability of zero 
penetrations equal to 0.990 the weight tradeoff point between self -sealing and non- self - sealing 
structures will occur at a mission parameter A T  * equal to 8.2 x 106 ft2-days. If reliability 
requirements for long duration manned space missions require that the probability of zero 
penetration be increased to 0.999, then the weight tradeoff point will occur at a value of AT 
equal to 8.2 x 105 ft2-days. For a 10,000 ft2 space station, these values of AT imply a mission 
t ime of 2.24 years and 82 days, respectively. These weight tradeoff points will occur at lower 
values of AT if the recently launched meteoroid detection satellite (Pegasus) reveals a less 
optimistic penetration flux than that assumed in the analysis. In this respect, it should also be 
noted that the Mariner N Mars probe has  encountered a continuing increased micrometeoroid 
activity at some 60 million miles from earth with the spacecraft experiencing an average of four 
impacts per  day. Therefore, self-sealing wall structures can be expected to become increas- 
ingly competitive, weightwise, with non- self- sealing structures as the vehicle size and reliabil- 
ity requirements for a "leak-proof" space vehicle increases with increasing mission t imes and 
as the spacecraft ventures farther from the vicinity of the earth. 
* A  = Vulnerable area of space vehicle (ft2) 
T = Exposure time in meteoroid environmenk (days) 
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Recommendations 
In order  to further enhance the development and evaluation of self-sealing wall structures 
for  potential application to future manned space vehicles, the following recommendations a r e  
offered. 
(1) Optimization, for minimum weight, of the most promising self-sealing concepts de- 
veloped during this program (e. g. the elastomer sphere and the combined sphere-chemical con- 
cepts). The evaluation of candidate self-sealing wall  configurations should be conducted with 
particle sizes more representative of meteoric particles (1/16-inch diameter and smaller). 
Particle velocities should be in excess of 30,000 fps. 
(2) Investigation of the design and fabrication problems associated with incorporating 
self-sealing capability into realistic pressure wall configurations. The following factors should 
be considered: 
0 Lightweight wall construction that will satisfy both the structural  and thermal re- 
quirement of a space vehicle. 
The feasibility of using nonmetallic laminates o r  composites of nonmetallic lam- 
inates and metallic sheets in the construction of a space vehicle pressure wall. 
0 
0 The feasibility of constructing a space vehicle multi-sheet wall with both shells 
airtight in order  to increase the reliability of the sealed integrity of a pressurized 
compartment . 
0 Potential a r eas  of application for space vehicles, space stations, lunar shelters, 
lunar roving vehicles, etc. 
(3) In order  to permit a more realistic comparative analysis and evaluation with non-self- 
sealing techniques, the following should be determined for the most successful weight optimized 
self-sealing wall configurations. 
0 Ballistic l imits so that the penetration resistance of the self-sealing wall configu- 
rations may be compared to an equivalent weight non-self-sealing wall  configura- 
tion. 
0 The reliability of the self-sealing wall concepts to maintain zero leakage for ex- 
tended periods of time under sustained realistic operating conditions of pressure,  
temperature and radiation exposure. 
0 Multifunctional properties of the self-sealing elements used in a wall  configuration 
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APPENDICES 
The four appendices that follow contain a more thorough treatment of certain related sub- 
ject matter that was either not included or discussed only briefly in the main body of this report. 
Appendices A and B discuss the state of materials subjected to impact shock and the consequences 
of high velocity particle penetration into compartments containing nearly incompressible mate- 
rials. Appendix C discusses the relationship of the physical and chemical properties of materials 
to  successful self-sealing. Appendix D summarizes the ballistic test  results obtained in an at- 
tempt to  determine the ballistic limit of a composite non-self-sealing wall structure. 
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APPENDIX A 
STATE OF MATERIAL SUBJECTED TO IMPACT SHOCK 
When two surfaces collide with sufficient speed, portions of both the projectile and target 
local to  the interface are compressed to  a great degree. Shock waves a r e  generated in both ta r -  
get and projectile, radiating outward from the point -of contact. A most simple description of 
this incident condition can be visualized by considering the one-dimensional impact situation 
wherein all motion is unidirectional and normal to the plane of the disturbance. For purposes 
of determining the severity of impact, it is of interest to know the pressures  and associated 
velocities. Referring to  Figure A-1, incident conditions are shown for  a target material, ini- 
tially at rest, impacted by a projectile moving to  the right at a speed of Vi. The description of 
the target material  in the shocked state can be defined by the classical Rankine-Hugoniot equa- 
l tions: 
t (:)= us - u  
t t Pt 
P t - P o t  = t St Pt 
(conservation of mass) 
(conservation of momentum) 
(conservation of energy) 
where 
P = pressure 
P = density 
Us = shock wave front velocity of propagation 
U = material  particle velocity in the shocked region 
P 
E = specific internal energy 
” = specific volume (= l / p )  
subscripts: 
refers to  initial (unshocked) state 
refers to  target material 
0 
t 
The above three equations in five unknowns (assuming that the unshocked state is defined) 
are augmented by the equation of state of the material, 
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Equation (4) is often replaced by an empirical relation found by experiment to be very accurate 
for most metals, viz., 2 
Us = Cot + A  U (5) 
t Pt 
where 
Co = adiabatic bulk sonic velocity 
A t  = empirical constant 
t 
This system of equations (l), (2), and (5) with four  unknowns, (Us, U . P, p ) is conven- P' t 
tionally solved by considering similar conditions applicable to the projectile material, viz. , 
vi - us 
vi - us - u 
P = P  
P pP 
p - p = Pop (Vi - us ) (Vi - u ) 
pP 
(7)  P OP P 
Us = CO + A  (Vi - Us ) (8) 
P P P  P 
where the subscript  refers to  projectile properties. Two additional stipulations a r e  necessary 
to  make the system determinant. These are the conditions that insure that both surfaces remain 
in contact, viz., 
P 
P = P  = P  P t 
u = u  = u  
pP Pt 
The solution for  impact pressure,  P, is of greatest interest  from the standpoint of target damage 
and will now be discussed. From equations (2), (5), (7), (8), one may write 
2 P = p C O U  + A  p U 
Ot t p  t o t  P 
(Vi - u l2 
P 
p = p CO ( V i - U  ) + A  P 
OP P P P OP 
Explicit solutions for  P and U from equations (11) and (12) result  in cumbersome expres- 
sions. For  this reason, a graphical solution in the P - U  plane is employed. This simple solu- 
tion is executed as shown in Figure A-2. It can be seen that one merely offsets the projectile 
material  curve on the horizontal scale by an amount equal to Vi, reflecting i t  about the vertical 
scale. (It can be seen that.for impact of identical materials, the target material is accelerated 
to one-half the impact velocity due to  the symmetry of the problem.) This graphical method d 
solution is used by experimenters for  determining previously undefined Hugoniot properties of 





The same procedure may be used for  shocks traversing layered media. The problem is 
merely "re-started" when an additional interface is encountered, using a s  initial conditions the 
results from the previous cycle. To  extend the  previously cited example, the pressure of a 
second layer of target material behind the first requires that wc "start" the solution f o r  this 
next interface a t  the intersectivn point shown in Figure A-2. This is done by reflecting the ini- 
t ial  target layer material curve about a vertical  line through (PI, U- ), sinre the i ~ i t i z l  target 
layer is effrztiveiy a "projectile" impacting the sublayer. The intersection of this reflected 
curve with the Hugoniot for  the sublayer defines the new values of P2 and U 
V l  
for this interface. 
This procedure is outlined in Figure A-3. p2 
For the condition, P2 > Ply the f i rs t  target layer is additionally compressed by a shock 
that questions ar ise  concerning the 
pressure jump (P - P ). In this instance, the compression follows the Hugoniot curve as pre-  
sented. It is in the existence of the alternative, P 
accuracy of the reflection method. In this case, the incident target layer expands upon rarefac- 
tion along approximately the adiabatic curve rather than the Hugoniot as assumed here.  However, 
this inconsistency is disregarded for  the calculations used in this study. In all  instances, shock 
attenuation is neglected and, accordingly, results apply only to incident conditions. Factors of 
geometry which affect the one-dimensional motion assumption have been similarly disregarded, 
and the usual conditions of isotropy have been assumed. 
2 1  
< P 2 1 7  
This calculation method was  used in this study for the determination of impact and inter- 
facial pressures. Hugoniot data are available for approximately 27 basic metals, some common 
alloys, and a f e w  organic and inorganic solids and liquids. In general, no Hugoniot data exist 
for the class of polymers used in the self-sealing program. However, it is stiIl possible to uti- 
lize the analysis with polymers in the configurations (e. g. , for the metal/polynier/liquid inter- 
face problem). 
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APPENDIX B 
HIGH VELOCITY PARTICLE PENETRATION INTO COMPARTMENTS CONTAINING 
A NEARLY INCOMPRESSIBLE MEDIUM 
When a high velocity particle penetrates a compartment containing a nearly incompres- 
sible material (liquid or  solid), the incident shock wave induces extremely high pressures  
at the Compartment wal l  interface which may exceed the dynamic rupture strength of the 
penetrated wall. If the penetrated wall material is metallic or prone to  rapid crack propa- 
gation, when loaded at high s t ra in  rates, then, the consequence may be petalling and/or explo- 
sive rupturing of the penetrated face sheets. This was dramatically demonstrated during the 
ballistic testing of one of the earlier panel configurations. The panel construction was bas- 
ically a honeycomb core sandwich, with the core  cells filled with a nearly incompressible 
elastomer.  The pellet entry face of the panel was an 0.032-inch aluminum sheet while the 
pellet exit face was a 1/16-inch asbestos cloth (wire reinforced) neoprene sheet. The alu- 
minum face sheet petalled while the neoprene sheet did not (see Figure B-1). 
The chemical compartments used in the chemical self -sealing panel configuration are in  
essence liquid-filled tanks and, as a consequence, are also subject to  such failures. An exam- 
ple Df the explosive rupturing of an aluminum face sheet used as the penetrated wal l  of a liquid 
(water) filled tank is shown in Figure B-2. 
In order to  obtain a better understanding of the magnitude of the pressures that may be 
generated by a high velocity particle penetrating the chemical compartments of a chemical 
self-sealing panel, the method of analysis described in Appendix A is used to  determine the 
pertinent interface pressures.  The required Hugoniot shock data for the chemicals and face 
sheet materials used in the self-sealing panels were not available. Therefore, existing shock 
data of materials with densities approximately equal to those of interest  were selected for this 
analysis. This approach, although yielding an approximate solution, is sufficiently accurate to  
indicate the pertinent pressures  within a factor of two or  less.  For  this analysis, an aluminum 
projectile was assumed to impact a water-filled nylon w'all compartment at  an impact velocity 
of 20,000 fps. The graphical solution for the interface pressures  is illustrated in Figure B-3. 
An aluminum projectile impacting a nylon compartment wall at  20,000 fps will result in 
an Al/nylon interface pressure of 425 kilobars (Pt. A) while the Nylon/H20 interface pressure 
would be 370 kilobars (-5.44 x lo6 psi) (Pt. B). 
It is this latter pressure then that loads up the compartment wall .  This pressure, when 
combined with initial impact induced damage to the wall, results in rupture of the penetrated 
face sheet. It is interesting to  note that, for the ballistic conditions cited, an aluminum com- 
partment wall  gives an Al/H20 interface pressure of 360 kilobars (Pt. C) o r  10 kilobars lower 
than when a lower density (Nylon) material is used for the compartment wall. On the other 
hand, the initial impact pressure of the aluminum projectile on the aluminum wall (Al/Al) is 
about twice that of the aluminum projectile on the nylon wall (AliNylon). This apparent 
anomaly can be explained by the fact that the impedance* mismatch between the aluminum and 
water is greater  than between nylon and water. This results in a smaller percentage of the 
*Impedance = (POCO + PoAUp) where po = unshocked mass density, C,-, = bulk acoustic velocity, 
A = empirical  compressibility factor and Up = material particle velocity 
FIGURE B - 1  
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incident pressure being transmitted to the water for the Al/Al/H20 impact conditions. How- 
ever,  it should not be concluded that an aluminum wall compartment would be more effective 
for damage control, than an appropriate structural  non-metallic wall. Metals in general a r e  
more sensitive than non-metallics to rapid crack propagation when subjected to loading ccndi- 
tions under high s t ra in  ra tes  (e. g . ,  hypervelocity impact conditions). They would be expected 
to sustain more extensive damage than non-metallics when tested under similar ballistic con- 
ditions. Therefore in order to mitigate this hazard, non-metallic face sheets should be used 
for the chemical compartment of chemical self-sealing configurations and the compartment 
should be isolated from the pellet entry face of the panel. 
APPENDIX C 
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF CURING AND FOAMING COMPOUNDS 
USED IN THE CHEMICAL SELF-SEALING CONCEKTS FOR METEOROID PROTECTION 
The principle of the chemical self-sealing concepts investigated during this research pro- 
gram was  based upon the dynamic action of a penetrating projectile initiating chemical reactions 
which result in a fast chemical seal. The existing pressure differential of approximately one 
atmosphere across  the panel faces at the time of puncture was  an important contributing factor 
in this fast chemical seal. 
To attain the best response to the dynamic action of the penetrating projectile as well as 
to the turbulent mixing action due to the pressure differential, appropriate chemical constituents 
had to be selected. The selection of these constituents was  dictated principally by the following 
factors. 
(1) Selection of reactive components which cure and/or foam and cure very rapidly upon 
mixing in order to avoid heavy extrusion of the materials through the puncture during the chem- 
ical reaction. 
(2) Selection of reactive fluids with a viscosity allowing proper flow and mixing inside the 
self-sealing structure once punctured. 
(3) Selection of reactive fluids which form an elastomeric or  foam material of sufficient 
strength and adhesion to the self-sealing structure walls to withstand the pressure differential 
of one atmosphere across  the panel faces. 
(4) Selection of reactive fluids which a r e  the least toxic o r  nontoxic and do not undergo 
explosive reactions o r  highly exothermic reactions with the formation of highly volatile and 
toxic products. 
(5) Selection of reactive fluids fo r  which the mixing ratio should not be critical in order 
to give suitable cured elastomeric o r  foamed materials. 
The preceding cr i ter ia  were dependent upon other factors o r  parameters such as the type 
of self-sealing panel configuration investigated which included either strictly chemically 
self-sealant or combined mechanically and chemically self- sealant concepts. The type of 
materials used to make up the self-sealing panel configuration other than the chemical com- 
ponents was another important factor on which the selection of the chemical constituents was 
dependent. For example, the type of compressible material (such as elastomeric balls, fibers, 
and foams) used to minimize structural  damage at the higher velocity impacts, influenced 
greatly the ra te  of formation of the elastomeric mass and its physical properties. In the case 
of the strictly chemical self-sealing concept, the degree and rate  of mixing, the viscosity of the 
reactive fluids, and the rate  of reactions of the mixed reactive fluids had to be higher than that 
of the combined mechanical-chemical self-sealing, i f  the extrusion of the reacting chemical 
constituents was to be kept low and thus attain a more successful seal. Finally, other important 
factors  which influenced the selection of the chemical reactive fluids were: the method of encap- 
sulation used for  separating these fluids f rom each other to prevent reaction prior to being 
mixed upon impact; the velocity at which the panel was  impacted; the temperature of the target. 
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With these varied cr i ter ia  in mind, a variety of elastomeric materials were investigated. 
The two classes  of materials which were felt to be satisfactory were the polyurethanes and the 
silicones. Because the expanding materials o r  foams were found to be the most promising 
self-sealants during this study, the discussion on physical and chemical properties of the chem- 
ical constituents investigated will be centered on the polyurethane and silicone foams. 
lnvestigation of Polyurethane Foams 
Recent advances in the development of polyurethane foams and their generally attractive 
properties suggested a possible application to self-sealing structures. The polyurethane foams 
are diisocyanate-linked condensation polymers which involve, in their preparation, a device for  
the formation of high polymeric molecules of predetermined structure. This device is a 
two-step reaction in which primary polymer chains terminating in reactive groups are treated 
with a bifunctional reagent adapted to react with these terminal groups and, thus, by uniting the 
primary chains, lead to molecules of a higher molecular weight. The material in the f i rs t  step 
consists of polyester o r  polyether res ins  and the material  in the second step is a diisocyanate 
which reacts with the terminal group and, in presence of a blowing agent, forms the poly- 
urethane foam. 
The polyester res ins  are produced by the reaction of a dibasic acid and a poly01 with the 
elimination of water. These resins,  when used for polyurethane foam systems, have a number 
of alcohol groups which react with the polyisocyanate in converting the low molecular 
weight-liquid polymer into a high molecular weight elastomer. Simultaneously, the excess of 
polyisocyanate reacts  with water to generate the foaming agent, carbon dioxide (COz) .  The re- 
action of the polyisocyanate and water also contributes to the cross-linkage of the structure and 
i t s  final chemical composition. Less  cross-linkage o r  less branching produces a flexible foam. 
More cross-linkage o r  more branching produces a less eleastic structure; semi-rigid o r  rigid 
foam. 
The polyether res ins  are produced by the catalyzed addition of propylene oxide to an 
alcohol by a reaction similar to the curing of epoxy resin systems. In the case of rigid foams, 
a few molecules of propylene oxide are added to the basic alcohol, while for flexible foams, 
many hundreds are added. 
The polyisocyanates are chemicals derived from basic raw materials. Being very active 
and able to react readily with compounds containing active hydrogen atoms (i. e. polyesters and 
polyethers) they permit combinations leading to many new synthetics. Differences in reactivity 
with other chemical groups enable control of the formulation and characterist ics of the resulting 
synthetic foams with an infinite range of physical, thermal, and chemical properties. These 
reactions usually take place quite readily a t  room temperature o r  with only moderate heating 
and the absence of catalysts. However, most of the reactions are greatly accelerated by small 
amounts of catalyst. The reactivity is usually more pronounced with aromatic diisocyanates 
than with the aliphatic derivatives. By choosing the right catalyst, the reaction can take place 
within 5 to 30 seconds. The diisocyanates have a tendency to form the dimers  at room temper- 
a ture  when stored for  long periods of t ime and, particularly, when exposed to moisture. The 
addition of small amounts of phosphorous chlorides and acyl chlorides has been recommended 
to prevent any loss  in reactivity. 
In the original foaming method for  polyurethanes, carbon dioxide is used as the blowing 
agent. In the new method, a low boiling chlorofluorinated hydrocarbon (Freon) is introduced 
into the catalyst portion of the components. When the catalyst is added to the polyurethane 
resin, an exothermic reaction takes place, raising the temperature of the mass  above the 
boiling point of the Freon, causing it to expand and fill the cells. Freon blown foams are, in 
general, considered more stable than the carbon dioxide blown foams. 
Because a basic understanding of the polyurethane foams chemistry is helpful in realizing 
the limitations of their application to self-sealing panels, a brief description will  be given here. 
Two of the most important primary reactions involved in the polyurethane formation are given 
below, 
As an initial step, the polyfunctional compounds, diisocyanate (in excess), and polyester 
res in  (or polyether resin), having alcohol groups react to form molecular chains terminated 
with isocyanate groups: 
H O  O H  
/NCO ,OH ' I t  I t  ' 
2R' + R - 0CN-R'- N-C-O- R-O- C - N-R' - NCO ' NCO ' OH 
Diisocyanate + Polyester o r  - Liquid Adduct 
Polyether (Prepoly mer) 
The obtained liquid adduct contains both active hydrogens and reactive isocyanate groups 
which continue to react with hydroxyl groups to form long chains. This reaction frequently has 
an  induction period of from 5 to 10 minutes followed by a rapid evolution of heat. The rate of 
this reaction can be increased; the degree of increase depending on the base used. Strong bases 
can cause the reaction to become violent. Generally, when a base is used, a mildly basic 
tert iary amine is recommended. 
The rate of the foam and cure reactions required, for the chemical self-sealing system 
under discussion, should be in the order of seconds depending upon the type of self-sealing panel 
configuration investigated. Adding small amounts of stannous octoate catalyst to the reaction 
mixture will allow close control of the rate within the span of time indicated. 
In the second. step, the foaming reaction takes place. The free isocyanate groups react 
very readily with water in the following manner: 
O H  H O  
I t  ' ' II 
R-O-C-N-R'-NCO + HOH + OCN-R'-N-C-O-R - 
Urethane linkage + Water + Urethane linkage 
O H  
I t  ' 
R-O- C - N- R' - N-H 
I 
I 
c = o  
+coz H- N- R' - N-C -0- R 
1 I I  
H O  
Polyurethane Foam + Foaming Agent 
The carbon dioxide (foaming agent) is controlled by the quantity of water o r  amine present in the 
reaction mixture. 
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Among the polyurethane foam systems studied, concentrated effort was placed upon Freon 
blown foams. This type of foam does not necessitate an excess of diisocyanate as in the case of 
the C02 blown foams. In the preliminary study of the polyurethane foam application to self- 
sealing concepts, it was noted that careful control of the rise time property was important. 
The rise time is a measure of the time elapsed between iiiitiai mixing of the foam ingre- 
dients and the completion of the r q i d  expansion of the foam sample. This t ime is a function of 
the generaiea neat and the Freon and stannous octoate concentrations. The amount and rate  of 
the generated heat will depend upon the ratio of resin to diisocyanate and the degree and rate of 
mixing. This will determine a very important parameter,  namely, the ratio of the rate of 
curing to the rate of blowing. If this latter ratio is too low, the foam will blow itself apart, that 
is the formed cell ribs and membranes will not have sufficient strength during the rise to with- 
stand the forces  caused by the gas  evolution. Conversely if  the ratio is high the polymer is 
rigidizing prior to sufficient foaming o r  rising, resulting in inadequate volume expansion. 
From this simple description, it can be seen that the reaction kinetics of any formulation are 
extremely sensitive to the chemical composition. Successful systems usually employ numerous 
additives whose quantity and function are determined mainly by experiment. 
During a series of test where several self-sealing structures using a polyurethane system 
were impacted with 1/8-inch steel pellets at the lower velocities (-7,000 fps), the following 
disadvantages were noted. 
(1) The high reactivity of the diisocyanate with compounds containing active hydrogen 
atoms. As mentioned above, it polymerizes at room temperature when exposed to moisture 
which makes it less reactive. However, this can be remedied by using small amounts of 
spec if ic chemic a1 s. 
(2) The impracticability of most of the polyurethane foams being blown by either carbon 
dioxide o r  by Freon which will affect the shelf-life of the material and the sealing effectiveness 
of the self-sealing structures. 
In the case where carbon dioxide is used as the blowing agent, an excess of diisocyanate 
is necessary in order to have free isocyanate groups to react with water and form the carbon 
dioxide. However, upon impact of the self-sealing structure containing such a foaming system, 
excess of diisocyanate is present and no blowing agent is formed. 
I the proportion of diisocyanate to resin cannot be controlled, and therefore, in some cases, no 
In the case where Freon is used as the blowing agent, the problem is the escape of the 
Freon from the foaming ingredients. The degree of escape of the Freon will depend upon the 
environment in which the foaming ingredients will be before o r  during the foaming activity. 
Most severe degassing takes place when the Freon containing ingredients are exposed to vacuum 
and to temperature variations, particularly to high temperatures for a long period of time. The 
loss  of Freon under such conditions, prior to o r  during the foaming action, could create a 
serious problem to the point where no foaming could take place upon mixing of the two reactive 
fluids (resin and diisocyanate). However, the problem of degassing could be prevented to some 
extent by encapsulating the Freon-containing liquid. For higher temperatures a higher boiling 
Freon could be used. Upon foaming, the Freon would then either be expanded by the heat sur-  
rounding the foaming ingredients at the t ime of the foaming activity, o r  by the heat generated 
from the chemical reaction, depending on which of the heat sources would give the temperature 
at o r  above the Freon boiling point. 
(3) The collapsing of the formed foam due to the reaction between, for  example, the 
polyether and diisocyanate which had not proceeded far enough for the foam to support i t s  own 
weight in the case where carbon dioxide is used as the blowing agent. However, today a remedy 
exists to correct this condition. A number of copolymers of polyethers and silicones can be 
used. These retain the surface activity of the silicones (low surface tension, low internal 
energy, low polarity) h d  play the role of stabilizers in polyether urethane foams because of 
their stability and solubility in water, alcohols, and other organic solvents. Once the foam is 
formed they stabilize the foam and prevent a collapse. 
Actual tests, where some selected polyurethane foams using Freon as the blowing agent 
were incorporated into self-sealing panel configurations punctured by projectiles simulating 
meteoroid impacts, demonstrated the feasibility of this type of foam. 
Investigation of Silicone Foams 
The silicones a r e  a c lass  of polymers of considerable commerical importance. They a r e  
based on a linear, cyclic, o r  cross-linked arrangement of alternating silicon and oxygen atoms, 
where the silicon is substituted by organic radicals o r  hydrogen. This c lass  polymers is for- 
mulated as follows: 
Organopoly siloxane s 
The usual procedure for  preparing silicone polymers is to hydrolize compounds such as 
R,SiC/, R,SiCl,, RSiCl,, and SiCi4. The intermediates in the reaction a r e  believed to be the 
corresponding silanols R2Si(OH)g which condense very rapidly with elimination of water and 
formation of the -Si-O-Si- link. If (n) ranges from 3 to 9, cyclic systems a r e  obtained which 
in the presence of alkaline catalysts open and give high molecular weight, linear silicone gum 
and, subsequently, elastomers. Various curing techniques are available for converting linear 
and cyclic materials to cross-linked elastomers and resins. 
The manufacture of silicone elastomers is divided essentially into two steps; compounding 
and cross-linking. The f i r s t  step consists of the intimate mixing under high shear o r  milling of 
the polysiloxane gum, a filler, and usually a cross-linking agent, together with miscellaneous 
additives for obtaining desired physical properties. The second step involves the cross-linking 
and curing processes  that connect the polymer molecules with one another into an elastomeric 
mass  of the desired properties. It is this second step which was of importance to u s  in the 
evaluation of elastomeric ingredients to be incorporated into self-sealing structures. 
In the second step, the compounded stock may be cross-linked by the action of organic 
peroxides such as benzoyl peroxide. The number of cross-links can be controlled by varying 
the amount of peroxide (catalyst) used. 
Of the materials evaluated fo r  self-sealing purposes, the silicone foams were of particular 
interest. These are obtained by catalyzing either a fluid silicone rubber o r  a fluid silicone 
resin,  each containing hydrogen as a foaming source and giving, respectively, a flexible silicone 
foam and a rigid silicone foam. In this foaming system, the foaming agent (hydrogen) is re- 
leased upm mixing of either of these two fluids with the appropriate catalyst. A large variety 
of hydrogen sources exists, but the most interesting one has  a releasing mechanism that is 
initiated at room temperature and then accelerated with the exothermic chemical reaction taking 
place when the silicone base fluid and catalyst are mixed. Such a hydrogen foaming source 
could be obtained by the following chemical system: 
I -0-Si-o- 
I -0-Si-0- I Me 
Me 
This reaction is very feasible due to the sensitivity of the silicone-hydrogen bond to acid and 
especially to base catalysts. 
In the course of this investigation a silicone foaming system was discovered which yielded 
excellent results when incorporated in our chemical self-sealing concepts. It is a two-phase 
system where no excess of one of the foaming ingredients is necessary for formation of the 
blowing agent and where the blowing agent is chemically formed upon mixing of the fluid foaming 
base and a catalyst. Because of the proprietary nature of this material, the nature of the 
hydrogen source and the release mechanisms are unknown. The material is an RTV (Room 
Temperature Vulcanizing) silicone foam, either flexible or  rigid. 
The flexible silicone foam is a low-density resilient rubber over a temperature range of 
-100 to +500° F which cures  at room temperature. When the fluid silicone rubber base and 
catalyst a r e  mixed together in the proper proportions, expansion and curing actions begin 
immediately at room temperature. The foam will expand approximately seven t imes i t s  original 
volume in  the case  where the foaming activity is not confined to a restricted area. During the 
expansion period, a small  amount of hydrogen gas  (blowing agent) is evolved from the reacting 
material. 
The rigid silicone foam is a low-density foam which is a two-phase system (fluid silicone 
resin and catalyst). Here, too, if the two phases are mixed properly, expansion and curing 
begin immediately at ambient temperature. The blowing agent (hydrogen) is generated from t h e  
reacting material, similar to the flexible foam. By using stannous 2-ethylhexoate tin octoate 
as the catalyst, the expansion is accelerated appreciably, the curing t ime is shortened, and the 
reactions take place within seconds. However, by using the same catalyst for the formation of 
the flexible foam, the expansion and cure  were accelerated only slightly and were below the 
rate  of expansion and cure  of the rigid foam. 
In a further investigation of catalysts an even more effective material, that is, giving 
even faster foaming and curing actions, was found. This catalyst is of the stannous type (T-9) 
which gave sigcificant improvement in higher curing and foaming rates making the chemical 
self-sealing systems even more effective. With this catalyst, the ra tes  were almost identical 
fo r  the flexible and rigid foams. It was found to be more uniform in its activity and possessing 
superior performance to the other stannous octoate catalysts in "one-shot" foams. It also 
maintained its activity for  a longer period of time. 
Within the chemical reactions taking place for  the formation of the silicone foams, two 
actions occur; a curing action and a foaming action. In order  that the formation of these foams 
can be used in the most effective way in chemical self-sealing concepts, the ratio of curing 
rate/foaming rate should be kept within a reasonable range. This ratio will vary drastically 
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* depending upon; the type .3f catalyst used, the mixing proportion of the fluid silicone base and 
catalyst, the degree of mixing (or dispa-sion) of these two components, the heat generated upon 
mixing, and the size of the puncture obtained in the self-sealing structure after impact. The 
ratio should always be lower than oge, but not excessively lower, since too low a value wi l l  
cause heavier losses  of foaming materials throllgh the punctured hole. In the case where the 
ratio is to:, high, the silicone foam will set  itself prior to sufficient foaming resulting in inade- 
quate volume expansion. It can be seen that the closer the ratio approaches m e  without 
exceeding it, the more effective the self-sealing action will be at higher projectile impact 
velocities. 
Preparation of Microcapsules Containing the Reactive Fluids 
Southwest Research Institute (San Antonio, Texas) performed the task of microcapsule 
preparation. This effort called for  a detailed program involving; encapsulation equipment 
set-up, selection of shell materials compatible with the reactive fluids, and actual encapsulation 
of the reactive fluids. 
Encapsulation equipment. - Two types of encapsulation equipment were employed. These 
were the gravity extrusion device and the ten-orifice extrusion device. The gravity extrusion 
device consists of two concentric orifices. The filler material is pressure-fed through the 
inner orifice and the shell solution is pressure-fed through the outer orifice to form an extruded 
rod of filler material within a liquid tube of shell solution. Gravitational force acts  on this, 
s t ream of liquids to form capsules which are allowed to fall into a liquid hardening bath. The 
centrifugal device operates in a similar manner, with the exception that centrifugal force is 
used to form the capsules. 
Hardening and treatment of capsules. - With shell formulations containing align, the 
capsules are hardened in a bath composed of 95 wt % water and 5 wt % calcium chloride which 
reacts with the algin to form a water-insoluble shell. The wet capsules are removed from the 
bath, rinsed with water and, in some cases,  are also rinsed with a 5% glycerol solution. The 
capsules are then air dried until f ree  flowing. A s  a safety precaution, the dried capsules are 
rinsed with a chlorinated solvent such as chloroform to remove any catalyst that might have 
inadvertently contaminated the surface of the capsules. 
Compatibility of shell material with silicone resin. - Small solid spheres were prepared 
from a mixture of algin, poly(viny1 alcohol), gelatin, Tergitol TMN, and sodium benzoate and 
hardended in a 5 wt % calcium chloride solution. The spheres were washed with water, 5 wt %J 
glycerol, and air dried. It was found that these spheres had no effect on either of the reactive 
fluids. As a consequence, the T-9 catalyst was encapsulated in shell materials formulated 
from the above pAymers. Shell formulations are listed in Table C-1. 
Encapsulation of catalyst T-9. - Eight shell formulations (Table C-1) containing algin 
were evaluated for the encapsulation of catalyst T-9. Several formulations were Satisfactory, 
but formulation No. 6 was chosen because of the good quality of capsules produced and its 
smo3th operation in the encapsulation equipment. The results of the encapsulation runs and 
the type of equipment used for  the various runs are  listed in Table C-2. The samples retained 
for their  evaluation in the self-sealing stru2tures were from run 27. These capsules were 
rinsed with 5% glycerol before air drying. 
Three other palymers were evaluated for  the encapsulation of catalyst T-9. They were 
poly (vinyl alcohol), gelatin, and carboxymethyl cellulose. These are well known f o r  their 
impermeability to hydrocarbons. 
The shell formulation used for  poly(viny1 alcohol) consisted of 25 wt % poly(viny1 alcohol), 
0.3 wt % Tergitol TMN, 1.0 wt %J calcium acetate, and 73.7  wt % distilled water. The capsules 
c-7 
of T-9 from the encapsulation equipment were received in a 1.0 wt (& algin XRA-10 sdution. 
The calcium salt in the shell causes a thin layer of insoluble calcium alginate to form around 
the capsule and permits it to be handled during the subsequent washing and drying operations. 
The capsules were not satisfactory in the rigid liquid foam and a s  a consequence this system 
was not investigated further. 
‘ 
Shell Elvanol 
Formulation Algin 70-05, Gelatin, 
Number wt % wt % wt r%; 
1 4.5 2.0 0.5 
2 5.0 2.0 0.5 
3 5.0 - 0.6 
4 5.0 3.5 0.5 
5 4.0 4.0 1.0 
6 5.0 3.0 1.0 
7 1.3 6.0 0.5 
8 4.5 2 . 0  1.0 
A similar system was tried with gelatin; The shell formulation was 30 wt % 300-bloom 
gelatin: 1 5 v.t ?& calcium acetate, 0.3 wt % Tergitol TMN, and 68.2 wt % water. It w a s  used 
at about 120°F. The hardening bath was a cold 1.0% algin XRA-10 solution. In several 
encapsulation runs the capsules formed readily and could easily be handled in the subsequent 
treatments but upon drying they became badly misshaped. 
A different system was employed with the carbaxymethyl cellulose. The encapsulation 
equipment consisted of three concentric orifices. A stream of liquid containing T-9 within a 
carboxymethyl cellulose solution with an outer surface of an algin-containing solution w a s  
extruded from this equipment. The double-shelled capsi les  were hardened in a 5 wt %J calcium 
chloride solution. Several shell formulations were evaluated, the following being the most 
satisfactory. 
(1) Outer shell: 1.5 wt % Algin XRA-10 
1.5 wt % Algin XRA-20 
2.0 wt % Elvanol 70-05 
1.0 wt % Gelatin 
0.3 wt % Tergitol TMN 
0.2 wt % Sodium benzoate 
93.5 wt % Distilled water 
(2) Inner shell: 4.8 wt % Carboxymethyl cellulose 
0.3 wt % Tergitol TMN 
94.9 wt % Distilled water 
Good capsules which had no effect on the liquid silicone foam resins were prepared. This 
system was abandoned when satisfactory capsules were prepared from the simpler single- shell 
system. 
Encapsulation of liquid rigid silicone foam resin. - The liquid rigid silicone resin was 
encapsulated without any difficulty. Properties of the capsules are listed in Table C-3. 
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TABLE C-3  ENCAPSULATION OF LIQUID RIGID SILICONE FOAM RESIN 
Sample Resin Capsule 
Ref. Shipment Shell Payload, Size, Capsule 
No. Number Formulation wt % microns Treatment 
26a 1-788 6 81 1000-1600 Glycerol rinse. 




SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS FOR DETERMINING THE BALLISTIC LIMIT 
OF A COMPOSITE WALL STRUCTURE 
In the section of this report  entitled "Technical Discussion and Analys is"  (page 40), 
an analytical procedure was presented for  conducting a comparative evaluation between self - 
sealing and non-self-sealing wall structures.  
to  composite wall structures,  the ballistic limit* of the candidate wall had to  be known or 
experimentally determined s o  that a penetration resistance efficiency factor (r) of the coni- 
posite wall, as compared to a homogenous single wall  (having the same ballistic limit), could 
be calculated. Therefore, in line with this requirement a ballistic test  program was initiated 
in an attempt to  experimentally determine the ballistic limit of a representative non-self- 
sealing composite wall configuration. 
details of the wall configuration tested are given in  Figure D-1. 
right of each datum point indicates the accuracy to  which each velocity was determined. 
Three different diameter (l / l6",  3/32". and 1/8") steel spheres and 1/8" diameter aluminum 
spheres were used for projectiles, thus permitting variation of the mass bjj a factor of 8 and 
the mass  per  unit projected area of the projectile by a factor of approximately 3. 
However, before this analysis could be applied 
A summary of the results of this test  program including 
The figure inserted to the 
At the respective velocities indicated, the rear sheet of the wall specimen was punctured 
each t ime it was impacted with either the 1/8-inch diameter or  3/32-inch diameter steel  
spheres.  
the velocity range of interest fo r  our study ( V  L 20,000 fps), further testing with these pro- 
jectiles was discontinued. On the other hand. while the rear sheet of the wall specimen w a s  
perforated with the 1/16-inch diameter steel  and 1/8-inch diameter aluminum spheres,  at the 
lower impact velocities indicated, perforation of the rear sheet ceased as the impact velocity 
approached 20,000 fps. 
' Since it became apparent that the ballistic limit would occur at some velocity below 
Evaluation of these test results plus consideration of the phenomena associated with hyper- 
velocity impact indicates that for certain combinations of wall structure and projectile there  
may exist more than one ballistic limit. This may become more apparent i f  we first  consider 
the manner in which Charters and Summers (References 1 and 2) classified impacts into thick 
targets into several  categories. These categories, which depend primarily on projectile 
material and velocity, are defined as the unfragmented projectile region, the transition region 
in which the projectile is broken, and the fluid impact region i n  which both projectile and 
target behave like fluids. It is to be noted that any penetration relations obtained in one region 
are not applicable t o  other regions of impact. 
l 
In a s imilar  manner, impacts into multi-sheet composite targets may be classified simply 
into the low-speed region, the transition region, and the high-speed region. 
itatively i l lustrates how, depending on the projectile and wall configuration specified, a bal- 
listic limit for  a given projectile may exist at one or more regions of impact. 
speed region of c u r v e a ,  Varepresents the lower ballistic limit or minimum velocity a t  which 
an unfragmented projectile will perforate the r ea r  sheet of a multi-wall target. For  the com- 
Dosite multi-sheet wall confirmration used in these tes ts ,  this point will occur at some velocity 
Figure D-2 qual- 
In the low 
* The ballistic limit, as defined here ,  is the velocity above which a given projectile will damage 
the rear shell of a multiwall composite structure to the extent that air leakage (assuming no 
self-sealing capability) will occur through the wall when it is subjected to a pressure differential 
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below 5000 fps for both the 3/32 and 1/8-inch diameter steel  and 1/8-inch diameter aluminum 
projectiles. For the 1/16-inch diameter steel  projectiles, the lower ballistic limit would occur 
at some velocity below 15,000 fps. 
' 
A s  the above projectile velocities a r e  increased above their  respective lower ballistic 
Initially. limit, a point will  be reached beyond which the projectiles will s t a r t  ts f i  agment. 
the projectile and target material piinched siit ul' the iront sheet form a tight cluster of 
relatively !zrge f~ dgments with each fragment possessing sufficient energy to punch a hole in  
the rear sheet. With increasing velocity this cluster of material will  be fragmented further into 
finer particles, which, upon passing through the front sheet, will expand into a circular cross-  
section conical spray before impacting the r ea r  sheet. The impact pattern observed on the 
r e a r  sheet indicates that the spray cone is divided into two zones. A central or  inner zone, 
with high particle concentration, composed of the larger  particles from the projectile and front 
sheet material, that was in line with the projectile, and an outer zone of lower particle con- 
centration composed mainly of finer particles ejected from the front sheet. For a given pro- 
jectile and wall configuration, the diameter of the spray cone impactingthe r ea r  sheet increases 
with increasing velocity, to some limiting value, while the individual particle s izes  decrease. 
In general, the penetration capability of the particle spray would be expected to decrease as 
one moves radially outwards from the center of impact at the rear  sheet. 
Depending on the s ize  and structure of the projectile, the r ea r  sheet of a wall configuration 
may be perforated at a low velocity but not at some higher velocity. This will occur i f  at the 
lower impact velocity, where the projectile is either unbroken or  slightly fragmented, the 
resulting relatively large particles of projectile and/or front sheet retain sufficient energy to 
perforate the rear sheet. At higher impact velocities, the resulting finer fragments are either 
absorbed by the filler material of the wall configuration o r  dispersed over a larger  area of the 
rear sheet so that the intensity of pressure loading by the spray of particles falls below that 
required to perforate or rupture the r e a r  sheet. The velocity Vt at  which this occurs (see 
curve a of Figure D-2) is called the transition velocity or the velocity at which perforation of 
the rear sheet ceases with a further limited increase in  impact velocity. In the ballistic tests 
conducted, this transition point "t" w-acketed with both the l/le-inch diameter steel  and 
1/8-inch diameter aluminum projectile. The l/l6-inch diameter s teel  sphere cracked the rear 
sheet at a nominal impact velocity of 15,000 fps while at a velocity of 17,000 fps. the r ea r  face 
of the rear sheet was undamaged. Therefore, the transition velocity for this projectile would 
occur at approximately 16,000 fps. The 1/8-inch diameter aluminum sphere perforated the 
r ea r  sheet at a nominal velocty of 5,000 fps while at 19,000 fps, the rear  face of the sheet was 
undamaged. Therefore, the transition velocity for this projectile must occur somewhere 
between 5,000 and 19,000 fps. Within the transition region, the character of the projectile and 
front sheet material breakup changes so rapidly with velocity that i t  becomes extremely difficult 
to accurately locate the transition velocity. It should also be noted that Vt  cannot be considered 
a ballistic limit since it is a velocity above which perforation of the rear sheet ceases rather 
than, by definition of ballistic limit, a velocity above which perforation occurs.  
With increasing velocity, above the transition point, the spray cone angle formed by 
the impact-induced particles will continue to  increase and finally stabilize at some relatively 
constant value. As  the spray cone angle increases,  the particles a r e  spread over a larger 
area so  that the effective particle pressure induced on the rear sheet will decrease. When the 
spray cone angle reaches a constant value, and if the mass  of the impact-induced material 
being accelerated towards the rear  sheet remains relatively constant, the effective particle 
pressure on the sheet will start to increase with increasing velocity and ultimately ruptures the 
rear sheet. On the other hand, if the total mass of the impact-induced particles that reaches 
the rear sheet decreases,  due to  some of the particles being absorbed by the filler material of 
the wall configuration, and/or a rearward ejection of projectile material at the front sheet 
(due to rarefaction wave interaction at  the projectile free surfaces),  then the effective particle 
pressure at the rear sheet may decrease with increasing velocity. However, as the high speed 
region is transversed, shock wave induced damage will  play a n  increasingly important part in  
inducing failure of the rear sheet and depending on the mass of the projectile. it is expected 
that another ballistic limit will be reached at some velocity Vb as is indicated in  Figure D-2. 
At the highest velocities attained with the 1/16-inch diameter steel  and 1/8-inch diameter 
aluminum projectiles, it was not possible t o  reach this second o r  upper ballistic limit. This 
indicates that if  this limit does exist for the above projectiles it must l ie at some impact velocity 
higher than those achieved during these tests.  In support of this it was observed that the 
aluminum projectile at 21,900 fps did not damage the rear face of the r ea r  sheet while at  the 
highest velocity achieved (26,200 fps) the rear sheet was bulged. 
* 
If, within the velocity range of interest, a specific projectile does not induce shock 
wave pressures  of sufficient intensity to rupture the rear  sheet then the upper ballistic limit 
Vbwould never be reached and only the lower ballistic limit Va (if it l ies within the velocity 
range of interest) will have any significance in determining the vulnerability of a wall structure.  
Curve @of Figure D-2 illustrates the situation where a projectile is of such s ize  and structure 
that it does not perforate the r ea r  sheet of a given wall configuration, neither in the low speed 
and transition region where effective particle pressure is the predominant damage mechanism, 
nor in the high speed region where shock wave damage predominates. This curve may exem- 
plify the situation fo r  the majorit.  of dust-like meteoric particles that may be encountered 
during a space mission. Curve c3 3 on the other hand exemplifies the situation for the larger  
mass particles where, if  a particle causes perforation of the rear sheet (in the low speed 
region), a s imilar  particle will also rupture the sheet with any further increase in velocity in 
all three impact regions. Curve @ illustrates the situation for an intermadiate mass particle 
in which the rear sheet is perforated in both the low speed and transition region, but once it 
t ransverses  the transition velocity, it ceases to rupture the rear sheet for any further increase 
in velocity in both the transition and high speed regions, 
impact velocities, when the geometry and structure of projectile and bumper (front face sheet) 
are such that interaction of rarefaction waves at the projectile free surfaces results in  mast 
of the projectile mass  being ejected rearwards at the bumper face.  
This could occur, at the higher 
Figure D-3 illustrates how damage to the rear sheet of the wall configuration, depicted 
in Figure D-1, varies with increasing impact velocity of 3/32-inch diameter steel  spheres.  
At a nominal velocity of 5,000 fps the impact is in the low speed region where the unfragmented 
projectile shears  a plug from the r e a r  face sheet of approximately the same diameter as the 
projectile. At 16,800 fps. the transition region is entered where the projectile has fragmented 
and the cluster of impact induced particles has punched a hole in the rear sheet of approxi- 
mately the same diameter (1/2-inch) as the cluster of particles impacting the sheet.  In this 
velocity range each fragment in the cluster possesses sufficient s ize  and energy to perforate 
the rear sheet individually, as is evidenced by the jagged periphery of the hole. A s  the impact 
velocity increases to  19,000 fps, the amount of material removed from the rear sheet decreases,  
but the sheet bulges outwards, local to  the hole, in  a l-inch diamEter area and cracks radiate 
f rom the hole boundary, This can be attributed to the fact that as the diam2ter of the outer 
zone o r  spray of impact-induced particles increases (with increasing velocity) the diameter 
of the innerzone o r  cluster of larger  particles, possessing sufficient energy to perforate the 
rear sheet, decreases.  While this results in less material being removed from the rear 
sheet,  the spray of particles forming the outer zone induces a shock wave pressure pulse t o  the 
rear sheet of sufficient intensity t o  cause outward bulging of the sheet and the formation of 
cracks local to the hole. With the impact velocity increasing to 20,500 fps, the shock wave 
induced pressure pulse to the r ea r  sheet also increases so that petalling of the cracked sheet 
segments occurs local to  the hole. Therefore,  whi le  the overall hole s ize  in the rear sheet 
has now increased with an additional increase in velocity, the amount of material removed 
from the sheet has  continued to decrease. On the basis of these observations, it would be 
reasonable to assume that by increasing the impact velocity further into the high speed region, 
a limiting velocity would ultimately be reached where perforations of the r ea r  sheet by Clusters 
of individual particles would cease.  Any rupturing of the sheet would then occur f rom the 
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shock-induced pressure pulse transmitted by the filler material o r  in its absence by the fine 
spray of im2act-induced particles. While the diameter of such punctures would be larger  
than those occuring at lower velocities, it might be expected that no material  would be removed 
from the rear sheet. However, reflection of the shock compression waves from the free surface 
of the rear sheet induces exceedingly high tension s t resses  in the sheet which would result i n  
material  removal by spalling. 
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